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24HOURS
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orking late at the library may not be a fond college
memory, yet it is a reality for many students. At St.
Cloud State University, the Learning Resources Center
in Centennial Hall (pictured) serves as a beacon of illumination for
students, just about 24 hours a day.
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Spring sports teams enjoy
long, successful seasons

OVERVIEW
There is a theory that the observation of an event by an outsider inescapably alters the course of that event. If that's the case, then our perceptions
of Tuesday, April 7, as presented in uz4 Hours at SCSU," the featured
story in this edition of Outlook, are flawed. We don't really believe that,
however.
Our aim was to find out what a typical day was like at SCSU and then
to communicate that to our readers in text and photographs. Once we had
the idea, our planning began:
What day do we select? How do we select it? Should we concentrate
on academic activities? Student life? Do we go off-campus? How far? What
does happen on campus between midnight and 6 a.m.?
Eventually, we answered those questions and selected Tuesday, April
7. For several weeks, we developed long lists of things we might want to
include: a professor advising a student, the noontime crush at Garvey
Commons, the ghosts said to haunt Riverview, and more. In addition, we
realized that we'd end up coming across events we couldn't anticipate and
we'd miss some that we'd counted on.
We coordinated the staff: University Photographer Jim Altobell set
schedules for himself and student photographers Brady Kreger and Jose
Aguilar and intern Jessica Fitch. I assigned text coverage for myself, Outlook Editor Angelo Gentile, Sports Information Director Anne Abicht,
graduate assistants Tom Schultz and Pat Smith and student writers Stacia
Fink, John Holler, Dave Stone and Diane Weyer.
So what happened on April 7? In Washington, President Ronald Reagan said that the new U.S. embassy in Moscow was infested with bugging
devices and might need to be razed. The Twins won their opener. The
West Virginia Board of Regents ordered state colleges and universities to
close for a week in order to save $10 million. The Dow-Jones Average fell
44 .60 points.
At S~SU, reels rotated on computers in the Administrative Computer Center. The Department of Biological Sciences conducted its regular
staff meeting. Students lounged in Atwood Center, in Stewart Hall, in
empty classrooms in the Business Building and on the dormitory lawns.
Mail was sorted and delivered. Students attended classes, took cogent
notes or dozed through lectures. Faculty members drank coffee in the Valhalla Room.
We saw and recorded it all, on film or on paper.
It was an enthralling, although exhausting day. Those of us on the
midnight to 6 a.m. shift probably enjoyed it the most. We were fresh, and
the things we found were far removed from the usual, more visible, campus routine.
Through the 24 hours, we were fueled by sandwiches, doughnuts and
lots of coffee, and we were sustained by the assistance of Information Services Office Manager Ann Chaika and clerk-typist Pat Kosel.
When April 8 replaced April 7 on the calendar, we faced two difficult
tasks: winnowing the more than 800 frames shot to the 30 or so we could
use, and cutting the more than 50 textual vignettes supplied by the writers
to the 25 or so that were eventually used.
That done, Outlook Production Coordinator Sandy Barnhouse, her
assistants Joanne Miller, and Jennifer Lawler, and Printing Services
typesetter Donna Stockinger took our material and turned it into what you
now hold in your hands.
Beginning on page five, you'll find what we saw and what we heard.

It was a record-setting spring for the
consecutive North Central ConferSCSU baseball and softball teams.
ence title. SCSU went on to host the
The weather cooperated beautifully
NCAA Division II North Central
and both the men and women set new Region Tournament and won the
school records for the number of
Championship with a 77-69 win over
games played in a single season. The
Ferris State College of Michigan. The
baseball team played a record 44
Huskies then played host to Delta
games while the softball team played
State University of Mississippi in the
39 without a rain or snow out.
quarterfinal and ended the season
A reiatively young baseball team
with a 78-73 overtime loss.
posted a 25-18-1 overall record and
St. Cloud State had advanced to
finished third in the Northern Divthe final eight of NCAA Division II
ision of the North Central Conferand posted a 24-7 overall record. The
ence. Husky centerfielder John
Huskies were 13-5 in league play.
McFarland 0ordan) was named to the
Head coach Butch Raymond was
all-conference team.
named the NCC Coach of the Year
The SCSU softball team set a
and Kodak District Coach of the
new record for most wins in a season
Year.
with 21. The Huskies finished the
Ice hockey came to the forefront
season with a 21-18 overall record
of successful SCSU sports teams by
and were 6-5 against NCC opponents. capturing third place in the NCAA
Senior infielder Lynn Richert
Division III National Championship
(Stillwater) and junior outfielder
Tournament. The Husky hockey team
Molly Johnson (Edina) were named
won its first ever Northern Collegiate
to the all-conference team for SCSU.
Hockey Association (NCHA) title,
North Central Conference titles
won the NCHA post-season tournaare not the easiest to win but the
ment and hosted and won the NCAA
SCSU women's tennis team proved
Division III quarterfinals. The Husthat a lot of hard work can bring a
kies advanced to the final four of
good deal of success. For the second
NCAA Division III on a dramatic
time in three years, the Huskies won
mini-game win over Salem State Colthe NCC title. In 1987 SCSU caplege of Massachussetts.
tured individual titles in seven of the
The SCSU hockey team posted a
nine flights to earn their second con25-10-1 overall record and a 13-6-1
ference title. The Huskies were 10-3
mark in NCHA play. The Huskies
overall in dual meet com~tition in
broke or tied an amazing 45 school
1987.
'
records.
Following the season, head
A young men's tennis team
hockey coach Herb Brooks accepted
brought home the third place trophy
the head coach position with the
from the NCC tournament in 1987.
Minnesota North Stars. A search curThe Huskies posted a 6-12 dual meet
rently is underway to find .a new
record in 1987 but came on strong to
coach.
capture third place in the league.
The men's and women's track
and field teams placed ninth and fifth,
respectively in the NCC Championships. The women boast three individual champions. Sophomore Julie
Eisenschenk ( Cold Spring) won the
shot put for the second year in a row.
Junior Deb Rose (Osceola, WI) won
both the long jump and triple jump.
ST. CLOUD STA TE UNIVERSITY
The men's track team qualified
two individuals for NCAA Division II
national competition. Junior Paul Pietruszewski (South St. Paul) qualified
for national competition in the high
2
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jump while sophomore Pat McCarthy Volume 10, uaue
Editor: Angelo Gentile
(St. Cloud) is a national qualifier in
Writers: Greg Erickson
the 10,000 meters.
Anne Abicht
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-Greg Erickson
News Editor
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Winter sports teams shine

Dr. Lowell (Ted) Gillett (foregound), president of Bemidji State Univenity and former
SCSU administrator, listens as the State Univenity Board conducts ita regular buaineu
meetin1 in the Atwood Center Ballroom in late April. Aho pictured (front to back) are Dr.
Reatha Clark Kina, preeident of Metropolitan State Univenity; board member Bernard
Miller, Bemidji; and board member Dan Danford, Edina.
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The spring sports season had already
begun but to the sheer delight of
SCSU sports fans, three winter sports
were still competing. The men's and
women's basketball teams along with
the ice hockey team had earned themselves NCAA post-season play-off
bids.
In March, after the completion
of the regular season, the SCSU
women's basketball team advanced to
the finals of the NCAA Division II
North Central Region Tournament.
The Huskies posted their twelfth consecutive winning season with a 21-8
record and were third in the North
Central Conference with a 10-4
league mark.
The men's basketball team put
on a repeat performance of the 198586 season with even greater success.
The Huskies captured their second
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SCSU's College of Business.
□ Development of the department's
curriculum, including the development of a more active internship program on the undergraduate level and
the development of a graduate
program.
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - , - - - - - - - - - - ~ □ Coordination of a research conference in management information systems, scheduled for June 1988 at

Health coordinators
aid fell ow students

scsu.

Dickson was co-founder of the
first academic program in the field of
management information systems and
was founding senior editor of the first
academic journal in the field, The MIS
Qua:rterly. He holds bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees from the
University of W asliington.

'Oklahoma' to open
L'Homme Dieu season
Tami Ruuell (left), a junior from Pine Island, checks Kelly Hemmesch's blood
pressure as one of her duties as a student health coordinator. Through the
coordinator program, Ruuell and six other SCSU students provide basic health
care and advice for students living in SCSU's residence halls.

!!¥ Dondi Schwartz

There are seven students on the
SCSU campus who are on call for
emergencies every night of the week.
Injuries and illnesses do not
always occur when the Health Services office is open. The seven student
health coordinators "take over where
Health Services leave off," says Tami
Russell, the health coordinator for
the Steams Hall residence. Health
coordinators give first aid to injured
students, treating minor injuries or

halls, conduct blood pressure screenings and keep first aid supplies in the
residence halls.
"The program improves the
quality of health care on campus,"
says Mary Andreotti, adviser for the
health coordinator program. "The
coordinators are a communication
link between Health Services and the
SCSU students.
"They provide a valuable health
service for the students."

illnesses.
But the health coordinators' services are not just for emergencies. If
students have questions about pain
they are having or about what medicine to take for a cold, or even need
advice about pregnancy or chemical
dependency, they can call a health
coordinator for answers. "We're not
just a first-aid service," says Russell.
The coordinators are students
who have first aid and CPR training
and usually have an interest in health
care. Each spring, the Health Services
staff recruits on campus for health
coordinators to serve the residence
halls during the next school year.
"I decided to be a coordinator
because I thought I could help," says
Russell, a pre-physical therapy major
who has worked as a nurse's assistant.
"I have the knowledge and I need to
apply it. Being a coordinator is a great
experience."
Russell, a junior from Pine
Island, has not had as many calls for
assistance so far this year as last: but
she had dealt with a variety of situations. "There have been a lot of cuts,
sprains, loft accidents and calls just
for advice," she says. Sometimes, a
call for help requires more aid than
the health coordinator can provide.
Several times, Russell says, she has
referred students with severe cuts or
broken bones to the St. Cloud
Hospital.
The seven coordinators attend
weekly meetings to receive information on current campus health conditions. Health services personnel "tell
us what symptoms to look for or
what flu is circulating around campus," Russell says. The meeting topics are different each week and range
from dermatology to venereal disease.
The coordinators also organize
health programs for the residence

Grant of $50,000
funds professorship
for BCIS Department
A $50,000 grant to SCSU's Department of Business Computer Information Systems will fund the John F.
Mee Distinguished Professorship during the 1987-88 academic year.
Dr. Gary Dickson, a professor of
management information systems at
the University of Minnesota and a
leading figure in the field of management information systems, has been
named to fill the professorship,
funded by the grant from the American Association of Collegiate Schools
of Business (AACSB), which administers the distinguished professorship
program.

The John F. Mee Distinguished
Professorship was established by the
Irwin Family Foundation. Its aim,
according to the AACSB, is to
"encourage excellence in education
for business and social progress by
stimulating creative and innovative
approaches to programs for instruction relating to business."
Dickson will join the faculty of
SCSU's Department of Business
Computer Information Systems, and
his contributions will fall mainly in
three areas, says Dr. Lora Robinson,
an associate professor in the
department.
His responsibilities will be:
□ Encouragement of increased faculty
research in the department, including
individual research projects, cooperative research projects by department
faculty members, and, to some extent,
cooperative research projects involving faculty from the department with
faculty from other departments in

"Oklahoma," the All-American musical by Rodgers and Hammerstein,
will open the 27th season of Theatre
L'Homme Dieu near Alexandria.
The classic musical, which runs
Friday through Sunday, June 26
through 28, and Wednesday through
Sunday, July 1 through 5, is the first
of eight productions planned this
summer at the air-conditioned playhouse on Lake L'Homme Dieu,
according to Susan Speers, artistic
director of the summer theatre and
SCSU associate professor of theatre.
A combination of camp and
school, theatre and workshop, Theatre L'Homme Dieu has, since 1961,
offered SCSU students experience in
all areas of theatre, from publicity,
stage management, set-building and
lighting to playing supporting roles
with professional actors.
The 1987 season, running from
June 26 through Aug. 23, features
two musicals, five comedies and a
comic mystery. Here is the schedule:
June 26-28, July 1-5: Oklahoma,
the song-and-dance filled story of
love on the American plains. Directed
by Susan Speers.
·
July 8-12: The Wrong Box, the farcical story of the hunt to find the right
box and the fortune that goes with it.
Directed by Mike Steele.
July 15-19: Brighton Beach Memoirs,
a heartfelt comedy looking back at
youth. Directed by Peter Robinson.
July 22-26: Corpse!, an intriguing
and frightening comic mystery.
Directed by Susan Speers.
July 29-Aug. 2: Cooer to Cooer, a
musical created and performed by
SCSU students and alumni that
placed high in the American College
Theatre Festival. Directed by James
McCunn.
Aug. 5-9: How to Improoe Your Golf
Game, a farce that fits the worlds of
love and the links to a (golf) tee.
Directed by Jack Reuler.
Aug. 12-16: Play it Again, Sam, with
Bogart's shade providing advice to
our inept protagonist. Directed by
Cort Wollan.
Aug. 19-23: You Can't Take it With
You, the classic comedy of the American theatre. Directed by Steve
Andersen.
Curtain time for all performances is 8 p.m.
A season book of eight tickets,
that can be used any time during the
season, is $46. Tickets for individual
performances are $7. For reservations, call Theatre L'Homme Dieu at
(612) 846-3150.

Accounting excellence. Mark Beethe of Bloomington, a 1985 accounting graduate of SCSU,
received the Elijah Watt Sells Award with High
Distinction this spring for his performance on the
national Certified Public Accountants examination. Beethe was one of 127 persons who received
the award nationwide, out of 72,378 individuals
who took the CPA exam. The award, which is
sponsored by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, was presented to Beethe at a
ceremony in St. Paul. Beethe is a tax consultant
for Touche Ross&. Co., Minneapolis.

Public relations recognition. Amy Hinsverk,
an SCSU senior majoring in mass communications/public relations, was the recipient this
spring of a $1,000 scholarship from the Minnesota Chapter of the Public Relations Society of
America. Hinsverk, who is the vice president of
the SCSU chapter of the Public Relations Student
Society of America, was awarded the Dr. Willard
Thompson Scholarship in April in Minneapolis.
One of two merit awards of $100 was granted to
SCSU senior Lori O'Connell, president of the
SCSU PRSSA chapter. It was the third time in
four years that an SCSU student was awarded the
Thompson scholarship.
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She aids students with
silent words, signs
by Stacia Fink

Jan Radatz

Teaching talents tabbed. Three SCSU faculty
members were awarded $1,500 each this spring
through the Burlington Northern Foundation
Faculty Achievement Awards Program. Honored
for "unusually significant and meritorious
achievement during the past year" were Dr. Alyn
Dull, professor of mathematics and statistics; Dr.
Peter Nayenga, professor of history; and Dr. Kenneth Schneider, professor of marketing and
general business. This marks the second year of
SCSU's three-year participation in the program.

Social problems probed. SCSU's College of
Social Sciences has formed the Social Science
Research Institute, intended to coordinate faculty
research activities in the college. That coordination will include the solicitation of funds, sponsorship of special research projects and the identification of applied and theoretical research needs.
The institute will focus on the social and economic issues of Central Minnesota, says Dr.
Harold Lofgreen, SCSU professor of economics
and director of the new institute.
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She stands near the blackboard, ready
to set motion to her fingers and her
lips.
The instructor begins his lecture
and her hands move in intricate patterns, forming symbols, figures and
signs. Her face expresses the words
her lips form silently.
Using American Sign Language
(ASL) and her own knowledge of
Spanish, Janice Radatz translates tqe
words of James O'Neill, SCSU assistant professor of foreign languages
and literature. Without sound, Radatz
communicates with, and helps to
teach, Anne Marie Mickelson, a
sophomore who is hearing impaired.
Radatz is one of several interpreters employed by SCSU, and she says
that concentration-on her part and
Mickelson's-is tht; key to her task in
O'Neill's classroom. That's because
she uses three languages to bring
O'Neill's lessons to Mickelson.
u1 use American Sign Language
to relay what the professor is saying,
and move my mouth in Spanish for
the student to lip-read,,, Radatz says.
u1 think ahead to decide what grammatical parts are most important, due
to the sentence structure of Spanish.,,
And because O'Neill occasion- .
ally addresses the students in English,
Radatz, who has been an interpreter
for SCSU since the fall of 1983, must
be able to shift linguistic gears
rapidly.
The university interpreters are
available to students through its Handicapped Student Services (HSS), a
program that provides support for
students with physical and learning
disabilities. Since she came to ·scsu
as a freshman in the fall of 1985,
Mickelson has used the service to gain
assistance from Radatz and the other
interpreters.
For Mickelson, who is seeking an
interdepartmental speech communication major and who may minor in
Spanish, the foreign language class
sometimes poses a problem. She is
completely deaf in one ear and her
hearing in the other is severely
impaired. Even the help that a hearing
aid provides is limited; she can hear
sounds when a radio is playing, for
example, but cannot distinguish
words.
The sign language and the interpretive assistance have made the challenges of college more surmountable
for Mickelson: "I don't think that I
would be getting as good an education
without the interpreters,,, she says.
uNow I'm able to hear other students'
questions. I'm learning a lot more.,,
. Radatz works 20 hours a week as
an interpreter, and she says that the
work brings many rewards. Even
though she is part of the educational
process, however, a student's performance in the classroom is not one of
them.
"I'm not responsible for what a
hearing impaired person learns,'' she
says. u1 only provide an avenue, an
equal opportuni~, for someone's
education.,, She adds that she sees her
role as that of a professional who
provides accessibility.
"Being able to give students a

better chance for knowledge is the
reward,,, she says. u1 enjoy providing
that possibility to someone else. I
love my work and am fascinated with
how one language can tum into
another. I like being in the academic
environment and feeling as if I'm a
cross culture between the two
worlds."

he says. "I am proud to have been a
part of it, but it has taken a full effort
from everyone involved to get where
we are today."
Where they are is among the best
in business. Of the 2,000 collegiate
schools of business in the nation,
SCSU's College of Business is one of
only 216 that are accredited at both
the undergraduate and graduate
levels.
Marmas, who will join his son in
private business, has clearly had an
impact on SCSU'~ College of Business. "It's going to take us five years
to get things back to normal,,, laughs
Little, unable to resist a verbal poke
in the ribs.
uSeriously,,, continues Little,
assistant dean of the college since
1969, "Jim has set very high academic
and professional goals, and has met
them all. He is an extraordinary man,
and will be missed.,,

Ten other faculty retire
Retiring this spring along with Marmas are 10 other members of the
SCSU faculty. They are:
Dr. John Bovee, professor of
English, 21 years of service; Dr.
Lynette Char, professor of teacher
development,
17 years; Dr. Alyn
Dr.James Marmas
Dull, professQr of mathematics and
statistics, 31 years;
After 25 years in
Dr. James Gottshall, chairperson
College of Business,
of the Department of English, 14
years; Lynn Gottshall, international
James Marmas retires student
coordinator, four years; Dr.
William Kemp, assistant dean, Colby John Holler
lege <:>f Science and Technology, 20
In the past quarter-century, SCSU's
· years;
College of Business has grown from
Noel Olson, assistant professor
600 students to more than 4,000. At
of physical education and recreation,
the same time, the college has also
18 years; James Stinson, associate
gained national recognition and
professor of technology and industrial
prestige.
engineering, 12 years; Dr. Ruth
The college's progress in both
Thompson,
professor of English, 24
areas can be directly linked to the
years; and Dr. Darrell Wentworth,
presence of Dr. James Marmas, dean
of the College of Business since 1966. chairperson of the Department of
After 25 years at SCSU and 21 as the Management and Finance, 18 years.
college's dean, Marmas retires this
spring.
· His impact on the College of
Business has been considerable. uThe
Improvement grants
College of Business would not be
awarded to seven
where it is today if not for Jim's
strong leadership," says Dr. Wayne
faculty members
Little, the college's assistant dean.
uHe is recognized by his peers around Seven improvement grants totaling
the nation as an outstanding dean.''
$3,232 were awarded to SCSU
Marmas became chairperson of
faculty in February by Dr. Stephen
SCSU's Department of Business Edu- Weber, vice president for academic
cation and Office Administration in
affairs. The grants were made on the
1962 after teaching at Los Angeles
recommendation of the faculty ProState College, CA, and at high
fessional Development Committee.
schools in San Mateo, CA, and AusReceiving grants were: Dr.
tin, Lake City and Littlefork, MN.
Robert Bixby, assistant professor of
He holds a bachelor's degree
geography, to present a paper at the
from SCSU, a master's degree from
confsence "Optimizing the
the University of Minnesota and a
Government-Assisted Housing
doctorate in education from Stanford Resources;'' Dr. Robert Higgins, proUniversity.
fessor of electrical engineering, for
He was appointed dean of the
training in specialized expert systems
college in 1966. Among the signifisoftware; Dr. Ken Kelsey, chairperson
cant achievements of the college since of the Department of Teacher Develthen are:
opment, for the National Curriculum
Study Institute, "Peering in on Peers:
□ the growth of the college from
Coaching Teachers;''
three academic departments to five;
Dr. Harold Lofgreen, professor
. □ the establishment in the college of
the first Small Business Development of economics, for the conference
Institute in the state;
"Establishing College and University
Local Research Centers;" Dr. Carol
□ the creation of the Internships in
Pou, associate professor of biological
Business program, which has been
sciences, for the Chautauqua short
used as a model by numerous other
course "The Revolution in Human
institutions;
Genetics;" and Dr. Elizabeth Van
□ the recent creation of a major in
Pelt, professor of English, and Lyle
international business.
Van Pelt, associate professor of EngMarmas makes no attempt to
lish, for the conference of the
claim all the credit for himself. "We
National Council of Teachers of
have a quality faculty, staff, students,
English.
and a comprehensive program here,,,

24HOURS
at St. Cloud State University
A day in the life of a city within a city
Tuesday, April 7, 1987, begins at
SCSU with an ending: the Leaming
Resources Center closes and students
in strangely similar clothinguniforms, almost, of jeans, sneakers
and backpacks-spill out onto the
concrete mall between Centennial and
Stewart halls. Home they go, to dormitories or off-campus apartments;
there's time yet for a cup of hot tea or
perhaps the last half-hour of David
Letterman.
As they go, they ignore the electronic information sign that gives off
an odd, cozy glow, warming an
already balmy night-it is 49 degrees
at 12:01 a.m. The sign faithfully
announces upcoming events to no
one at all:
••Foreign language T-shirts on
sale... "
"AIDS video and discussion... "
"Student recital ... "
A couple strolls slowly past,
coming from one of the dorms, in Tshirts, sweatpants and bedroom
slippers-the campus as living room.
She's got a test this morning. He
offers support. Her boyfriend is visiting from St. Paul this weekend. He
just bmke up with his girlfriend.
They like each other, they say: "We
can talk to each other."
A solitary light finally blinks off
in a faculty office in Brown Hall,
someone ending a very long day as a
new one begins.
Dick Tater, the night DJ at
KVSC-FM, admits that his first name
is Greg, but prefers not to give his last
name. "I can be weirder if nobody
knows who I am," he says. He is not
a student, but a community volunteer. He has trained for three months,
and this is his first solo night shift.
"Yeah, I get nervous. I have a little problem when I have to do the
news," he says, maybe a bit defensively. "I don't think anybody by
nature is a good reader, and a live
mike doesn't help."
A Doritos bag sits on the studio
floor next to the wastebasket. Two
more peek over the basket's rim. As

Meat Loaf sang 10 years ago, two out
of three ain't bad. On the production
board, one green light and two needles dance to Hollyrock's version of
"Cast Your Fate to the Wind," as
KV's signal reaches out to its listeners
at 12:47 a.m.
A sign on the studio window
reads "SCIENCE: It's more than just
a word; it's a way of life. (It's not just
for breakfast anymore.)"

It sounds like a classical concert
in the hallways of the Engineering and
Computing Center: Bach on a boombox. A short, graying man cleans
amid numerous computer terminals
in a second-floor laboratory. The
clock stutters toward 2 a.m. as Mike
Ripley works the night shift-gladly.
"I love working midnights. It's
antisocial and misanthropic," says
Ripley, who has worked at SCSU for
five years. "We third-shift people are
like vampires. We never cast a
shadow, we don't like sunlight and
our image never appears in a mirror."
He laughs. "I never want to shift to
days."
A door on the south end of
Riverview won't close, so security
guard John Tekavec waits for maintenance workers to arrive. It's 2:45
a.m., and he passes the waiting by
talking of the ghosts said to haunt the
building... People have claimed to seeing and hearing things when there are
no people in here," he says ...They're
convinced that ghosts are here." He
dismisses the prospects of spectres
with an earthy synonym for bovine
excrement, but continues to fill the
old building's hallway with conversation until the maintenance men arrive
and close the door.

4:09 a.m.-The cacophony created by the network of pipes and stacks inside the
SCSU heating plant extend a hearty welcome to viaiton. More than juat a hello,
the racket inside is a thunderoua standing ovation. It'• something that Larry
Sletta encounten every minute of his workday. For eight houn, he operates
three boilen and the related equipment that supplies steam to all of the buildinp on campua, where it is converted into heat, hot water and air conditioning.

Mary Kempenich removes the
telephone, books and pens from the
front desk in Stearns Hall. When the
desk is clear, she closes and locks the
gate-all normal procedure as she
prepares for her 3: 15 a.m. rounds as
the dormitory's night supervisor.
The hallway on ninth floor is
lined with closed doors. The only
sounds come from the radio blaring
in the bathroom. Kempenich turns it
off and heads down to the eighth
floor. There, a tennis shoe props
open the door to one room, letting
music spill softly into the hallway.
The sound seems to bother no one,
and Kempenich passes by.
Male voices drift under the door
from Room 825. Kempenich knocks
and walks in to chat. One of the guys
lies in a lofted bed anchored to the
ceiling by wood and chains. The other
sits on a makeshift couch of eight
empty beer cases and two cushions.
Sleep is remote "because our bio

clocks are so screwed up," says Matt
Kolling.
Instead, they are examining the
May edition of Playbo, . .. Have you
seen the Vanna White issue yet?"
Kolling asks Kempenich. He displays
a mocking smile. "Doesn't that concern you at all?"
After a bit more conversation,
Kempenich prepares to leave, and
Brian Grega, Kolling's roommate,
insists that Theo, his white teddy
bear, accompany Kempenich on the
rest of her rounds.
Literally armed with extra help,
Kempenich continues her way down
the Stearns Hall tower, locking a
laundry room, shutting a window in a
study lounge and flipping the lights
off as she exits. She returns to the
main floor at about 3:40, unlocks the
gate, replaces the telephone, picks up
books and pens and resumes
studying.

2:49 a.m.-Marv Meyer has been baking bread and
other goodies for 13 yean at Garvey Commons. The
stuff in the bowl? That will be the froeting on the rolla.
1:35 a.m.-lt muat sometimes seem like miles of tiles
for Linda Becker a1 she 1weepa through Stewart Hall in
the early morning.
1:26 a.m.-Dick Tater, the night disk jockey at KVSCFM, reads a public service announcement a1 he gets
ready to move into the last 30 minutes of his night shift.
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5:19 a.m.-Garvey Commons coob Loretta Warzecha
(left) and Dorothy Schleicher wait for somebody
already at work inside to open the door, so they can
begin their day.

The only light in the Mathematics and Science Center at 4:09 a.m.
comes from the exit signs at the end
of the hallways; the red glow reflects
off the doors and the shiny floor tiles,
giving the corridors a hint of something more sinister than Biology 101.
It might be Dante's Inferno or
Kubrick's .2001: Renaissance damnation or high-technology nightmare.
Most buildings on campus are merely
disquieting at this time of night, but
this building is frightening.
Nobody works here in these
hours, but there are living things here
nevertheless. In the Wildlife Rehabilitation Center, arm-thick snakes
slither in their glassed-in worlds,
tongues flickering for information.
Rats crowd the slits in their cages, all
pink noses and white teeth. Something snuffles loudly from its dogsized cage in the dark. In the basement, goldfish tread water endlessly
while fat toads thrash like underwater
sumo wrestlers.
Not all here is alive, however: In
a biology lab, bins full of dead cats
snarl forever at the prospect of dissection, and a jar on the counter preserves for eternity the final thoughts
contained in the brains of a sheep.
The night has not quite ended,
the daylight not quite arrived. In the
east, the black sky wears a hint of
steely gray. Lights shine from a few
windows in Holes Hall, showing for
the few who notice evidence of early
risers or late retirers. Cooks enter
Garvey Commons, the food services
building, and the aroma of fresh rolls
escapes from the open doorway.
The sky lightens rapidly, and the
April sun breaks the horizon. In the
next hours, the somnolent campus is
transformed. Dormitory residentssleepy from the previous evening's
studious efforts or recreational
diversions-make the pilgrimage
toward juice and coffee, maybe bacon
and eggs, maybe cornflakes.
By 7:45 a.m., the metamorphosis
is nearly complete. Staff members
chat on their way to offices all across
the campus. Faculty members head
toward classes, meetings or perhaps
newspapers. The parking lots fill, and
woe to those with an 8 o'clock class
who arrive in the lot at 7:50.
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7:31 a.m.-Before Gwen Carlson can start her day
working in the Business Office, she has to drop off
daughter Corrine, 5, at the Campus Child Care Center.

uHey, Lenny, move this thing
over a little bit!" Mike Bergmann
leans over the cinder-block wall of
the addition to Garvey Commons,
directing his comment at the driver of
the forklift supplying the ROYL
Masonry Co. crew with mortar. The
working day is just entering its second
hour.
Lenny backs the forklift around
and raises the pannier of mortar to
his coworkers' level. One of them
straddles the pannier and shovels the
mortar into the hollow interior of the
blocks. The other three, including
Bergmann, wield trowels, evening the
mortar along the length of the new
west wall of SCSU's food services
building. When the mortar lies even,
the three men lower reinforcing rods
into it.
uwe must be behind schedule
today," Bergmann says, '°cause the
boss is standing over there looking at
us."

7:38 a.m.-Morning breaks, and the SCSU campus
comes alive u itcroeeea the line dividina the night shift
and the day shift.

Construction on a university
campus brings with it some extra
benefits, says one of the workers
whose jacket identifies him as Don.
He provides no last name. "A lot of
jobs, we're out in the middle of a
cornfield with nothin' to see," Don
says. uHere, at least there's a little bit
of scenery for us, and it'll get better
as the weather gets warmer."
u1 didn't say that," Bergmann
laughs. u1 don't want nobody mad at
me."

6:59 a.m.-On Tuesdays and Fridays,Joyce Freund usually buys the fint cup of
coffee sold in Atwood Center's anack bar. "It's just that I have an 8 o'clock
accounting clasa and I like to get an early start," says Freund, who dilutes the
fresh brew with a little water. The cup of coffee is the fint of many that will be
sold in the snack bar this day: Manager Wayne Sorenson estimates that food
services personnel make and sell at least 100 gallons of coffee every day.

Mass Communications 240,
Newswriting and Reporting, begins at
10 a.m., and the students file through
the wood-partitioned entryway.and
sit at the U-shaped desk in the Stewart Hall classroom. One woman
lowers her head on the desk and
catches a few moments' rest while the
men in the class talk about Sugar Ray
Leonard's upset of Marvin Hagler the
night before.
Moments later, Dr. Mike Vadnie
enters, books under his arm, coffee
cup in his hand, grin on his face. u1
gave you a zero, and we need to talk
about it in conference," he says to
one student, and to another: u1 gave
you a tc• because your story was
stale." He heads to the front of the
room and begins the day's lecture,
talking about attribution.
"Journalists are trained
observers," he says, holding his coffee
cup poised near his mouth with one
hand and gesturing with the other.
"Eyewitnesses are not."
Notebook pages turn rapidly as
the students try to keep pace with
Vadnie. Their attention wanes as the
SO-minute period passes, and Vadnie
throws in a few jokes to get it back.
As 10:50 approaches, he offers the
students one last idea tt, .• and I want
you to think about it."

24HOURS
The lights are dim and cigarette
smoke settles like fog in the Atwood
Rathskeller. The raised television in
the comer draws the attention of
most of those in the room, as they
leave SCSU for the world of Phoebe
Tyler and Erica Kane for an hour: All
My Children is in its last 20 minutes.
Karen Johnson, a senior, sits at a
littered table. Ashtrays, pop cans and
crumpled papers obscure the carved
inscriptions on the wooden table top,
left there by lovers and wits since
sometime in the late 1960s. Johnson
sips a can of RC Cola.
"I usually come here once or
twice a week for.lunch before my 1
o'clock,,, she says. "I would rather go
home for lunch, but I still get a nice
hard table to work on. But doing
homework in front of the soaps
doesn't work-I've already tried it.,,

Riverview: The subject is Keats'
Ode to a Grecian Um, and Dr. Steven
Klepetar is pushing his 11 a.m. British
Literature class to discover at least
one of its meanings. It's difficult
enough to deal with the meaning of
art and the meaning of life as two
individual problems, but Keats' work
draws them together.
Klepetar takes his students
through each stanza, sifting myriad
images and ideas, urging their
thoughts onward as his own thoughts
fly. "I know I'm riding Pegasus here,,,
he says, "but I'm trying to stay close
·to the ground with it.,,

8:45 a.m.-Scott Maki, a Shoemaker Hall resident,
washes away the cobweb. of sleep with an early mornina sbower.

Biologists need to eat, too. And
for some, the only opportunity to
grab a bite is during the scheduled
noontime meeting of the Department
of Biological Sciences. So the meeting
opens unceremoniously enoughwith the unraveling of well-worn
brown bags. Diet soda and yogurt
seem to be the favorites.
With physiological needs remedied, department chairperson Wayland Ezell gets down to business:
There's professional travel to discuss, ·
a books-to-Zimbabwe project to
update, a scholarship fund to consider; committee reports to hear; an
honors course to arrange; and
numerous other, miscellaneous
agenda items to cover.
Forty-three minutes after the
meeting begins, the faculty members
wrap up their conversations and
brown bags-the meeting is
adjourned.

9:05 a.m.-lt's a question of pbiloeopby. Profeuor
Georae Yooe coumels senior Chuck Bichler in bis
Brown Hall office.

Celia Kalash and Dani Aufderhar
deal with chaos every day, more some
days than others. Receptionists in
SCSU's Office of Financial Aids, they
cope with ringing telephones, piles of
paperwork, and angry and frustrated
students.
A young man barrels through the
door and breaks the relative quiet of
the noon hour. "Why didn't I get the
full amount on my GSL, like I did
when I was at U of M-Morris?,, he
demands. Kalash explains as another
student walks in and dumps the contents of his backpack on the counter.
"ls this where I turn in my application?,, Before Kalash can answer,
the office is clogged with students,
demanding assistance and answers.
From the center of the crowd comes a
hint of aggravation: "I should just
drop out.,,

9:21 a.m.-At the Wildlife Rehabilitation Center in
the Mathematics and Science Center, Elaine Thrune is

responsible for a wide range of creatures, including
dozens of rats.

When members of SCSU's Concert Choir are late for their 2 p.m.
practice, they deposit a quarter in a
jar on the piano in the center of the
rehearsal room. A few coins clink on
glass today, as the choir continues
preparation for its May 4 performance in New York City.
It's a nice day outside, and being
confined in a basement rehearsal isn't
all that welcome for the vocalists.
Even the choir's director, Dr. Stephen
Fuller, admits to a touch of cabin
fever. But discipline overcomes
desire, and the sounds of the Te Deum
soon rise from the assembled singers.

"Squirt patrol! Who's got the
water bottle?,, A young woman raises
her head from her spot on the beach
blanket spread on the lawn in front of
the Hill-Case dormitory complex.
"Hand me the water bottle, would ya,
Connie?,, asks freshman Jenna
Jerome.
"Yesterday was our first day out
suntanning,,, announces freshman
Connie Luhmann. She, Jerome and
another sun-seeker prepare to dig
their spoons into the half watermelon
they just ported from a nearby grocery. Seeds scatter randomly on the
grass.
.
The smells of baby oil, grass still
crisp from the dry winter, and
watermelon hover. "Who's got the
water bottle?,, Jerome asks again. She
looks up from a borrowed notebook.
"Oh, I just got baby oil on this guy's
notes.,,
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111111
1111
11 a.m.-Junior Shelly Wheelock observes as Kelly
Molitor goes through her paces in the Speech, Language
and Hearing Clinic in the Education Building.
11 :03 a.m.-Sorting mail ia part of the daily routine for
Wanda Hilken, desk worker in Hill-Case Hall South.

Gretel's Bakeshop, in the snack
bar area of Atwood Center, sells
about 50 dozen chocolate-chip coo-kies every day. The weather doesn't
make much difference-rainy days,
cold days, even warm sunny days like
this. About 600 cookies a day go
from the countertop oven to the
hands of customers eager for a sweet
treat.
"They're our biggest sellers by
far," says Shannon Keating, an SCSU
student employed by ARA Services,
which operates Gretel's. She says the
peak hours for cookie sales just ended
a few minutes ago, at 3 p.m. " The
plain ones sell better than the ones
with nuts," she says, "but it seems
that whenever we're out of nuts, the
customers want nuts; whenever we're
out of plain, they want plain."

11:25 a.m.-Junior Mickey Schumacher and senior
Laura Reynolds concentrate on the taab at hand in
their biology lab, 1uperviaed by Dr. John Cronn.
-

I
1:16 p.m.-Dr. Ray Merritt (left) meets in his Whitney
House office with Dr. Al Wolfer (right), chairperson of
the Department of Interdisciplinary Studies and the
memben of the accrediting team from the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools.

2:15 p.m.-lt's a common scene on the second floor of
the Administrative Services Building: a line of staff
memben waiting to use the photocopying machine.

2:45 p.m.-"What is it? It's a piece of junk, a 196 7 piece of junk," Chuck Renken
mumbles as he reaches into the transmiuion of the SCSU pick-up truck on the
hoist in the garage south of the Univenity Bridge. The place is filled with the
usual mechanic's paraphernalia: a giant tool cheat with several drawen opened,
a coffee machine, and counten topped by unwanted screws and bola. "I seldom
make it up to the other end of the campus," aaya Renken, one of three mechanics
who work in the garage.
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The sounds of tennis at the
Halenbeck Hall courts: "Nice hit."
"Thank you. " "Zero-three." It's the
SCSU women's team against Bemidji
State, and the sunshine has brought
out a fair number of thinly clad spectators who perch on the hillside
above the courts at 3 :36 p.m .
The three doubles teams have
gained victories for SCSU and the
singles competition is just underway.
A rush of air signals the opening of a
new can of tennis balls; Coach Jeff
Black hands them out to his squad.
The sounds of construction drift
over from the river, the sound of
racket on ball provides a "ping."
"How did you do that?" a Bemidji
player asks one of the Huskies.
The SCSU women win the
match 9-0.

24HOURS

•

12:17 p.m.-Dr. Ray Merritt (left) and Dr. Dave Carr
leave their duties as dean and assistant dean, respectively, of the College of Social Sciences for a noontime
racquetball match in Halenbeck Hall.
12:17 p.m.-President Brendan J. McDonald (left)
chats with Rod Searle, chairman of the State Univenity
Board (right), before lunch. Joining the two (in background) are Dr. Stephen Weber, vice president for academic affain; and McDonald's wife, Vernie.
11:56 a.m.-Paul Reeves, a junior in Dr.Joe Hopwood'•
biology class, checks his net for fungi samples to use in
the laboratory. The samples were collected in St.
Augusta Creek near Luxemburg.

4:34 p.m.-The shades make it hard to tell, but freshman Missy Heinen no doubt has her eye on the ball as
she heads toward a victory for the SCSU women's tennis team.

2:46 p.m.-Senior John Kruk (foreground), junior Jeff
Spanier, junior Randy Johnson and junior Doug Marciniak work on mastering the challenges of QWERTY
in their Business Education and Office Administration
class.

3:17 p.m.-Take a spring day, add sunahine and a few
houn without classes: Gidget Goes to Rivenide Park.

Things don't always go as they
are supposed to. A seminar, sponsored by the Small Business Development Center, is scheduled to start
at 6:30 p.m. in Room 216 of the Business Building. There are five people
in the room, but they don't plan to
attend the seminar. Instead, they're
discussing a group project for their
class in management and finance, due
in three days.
The seminar has been canceled,
due to low pre-registration. It
happens sometimes, says Dr. Dwaine
Tallent, director of the center. The
cancellation leaves the room free for
the students' conference, but not a lot
of work seems to be getting done.
uHow did you do on your test,
Kyle?"
uoot an A ."
uwell, I didn't," replies one of
the three women.
One of the two men clears his
throat. ur would like to share a direct
quote from the book," he announces.
The laughter that follows suggests
that he is mimicking someone familiar
to all of them, perhaps an instructor.

4:48 p.m.-A simple game of catch isn't enough for
junior Greg Cloae, so he invests his afternoon pastime
with the additional risk of falling off his perch.
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8:28 p.m.-St. Cloud resident Roy Buckley watches as
his daughter, Artemis, takes a peek at the heavens during Astronomy Public Nights at the obaervatory atop the
Mathematics and Science Center.

8:33 p.m.-Freshman Shelley Senneseth takes time out
from studying in her Stearns Hall room for a little

Moonlighting.
6:46 p.m.-lt's the supper hour. Plenty of terminals are
available in the Engineering and Computing Center's
Beehive, but only one dedicated soul takes advantage of
the quiet moment.

6:33 p.m.-Sophomore Shelley Brunbera, preparin1 for her role as the Wicked
Witch in "The Wizard of Oz," offen a bouquet of backstage 'tflowen for my pretty."

· The television in Atwood Center's Rathskeller is on, and the room's
only occupant, a student of nontraditional age wearing a camouflage
cap, has just announced aloud the
solution to the final puzzle on Wheel
of Fortune. After he learns he was correct, he turns the channel and waits.
As the credits roll, announcing the
Twins' opener, others begin to descend the concrete stairs.
"I'm turning it to Moonlighting at
8," the capped man greets the newcomers. Undaunted, the two young
men enter and spread their books and
calculators on tables. "Look at all the
empty seats," says Camouflage Cap,
· eyeing the televised picture of the
Metrodome.
Three other men come in to
watch the Twins. The game starts,
and during one of the early breaks
between innings, Camouflage Cap
leaves for a can of pop. During his
absence, a coup is contemplated.
"You gonna let him watch
Moonlighting?"
"No."
"It's five against one."

"Yeah."
At 7:55 p.m., the Twins are
down by one in the bottom of the
second. Camouflage Cap rises and
turns the channel to ABC. Nothing
happens.
Ten minutes later, there is one
person in the Rathskeller, and he is
wearing a camouflage cap.
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Jim Wherley and his fiance, Kris
Anderson, study at a small table in
the corner of a Sherburne Hall
laundry room. It's ten minutes before
10 p.m. About half of the eight
washers and seven driers are running,
but the constant whirring and clanking of the old machines doesn't
bother them.
"It's probably quieter here than
it is at the library," Wherley says.
"The machines make noise, but they
don't talk about their girlfriends or
their last class."
The two coordinate their laundry
time each week, finding a way to
spend at least a little free time
together. "It's a good chance for us to
do homework or just talk," Anderson
says. "Besides, it's the cheapest place
in town to do laundry."

24HOURS
The ninth floor hallway in Sherburne Hall at 10:57 p.m. is a musiclover's paradise: there's something for
everyone here. A little Bon Jovi, some
Pink Floyd, a smidgen of the GoGo's, and even a little Hank Williams, Jr.
Still, it's fairly quiet, although
some baseball fans celebrate the
Twins' comeback victory with loud
proclamations of greatness. "The
Twins are going to win it all this
year," says Andy Shiparski.
"And Kirby Puckett is the best
player in the pros, and he'll win the
MVP for sure," adds Jim Galvin.
Not all the floor's residents are
so enthused. "Who cares if they
won?" asks Stephanie Fisher, who
studies in a small lounge with Stacy
Thomas. "We have a theatre midterm
coming up, and that's a little more
important than a baseball game."

8:3 7 p.m.-lt's a hwy night at the periodicals desk on the third floor of Centennial Hall. The last bit of blue fades from the sky outside and all of the 50 or ao
tables are occupied, but wually by only one or two people: mus isolation.
Bwineu ia brisk at the dak; the three student worken on duty retrieve mapmes, 6le new editiona, restock indices and tend to balky copyina machines.

Sophomore Mark Keenan-says
he is studying human sexuality in the
Leaming Resources Center at 10:30
p.m. "just for the fun of it." A skeptical look from his friend, Sue, brings
a change in tactic.
"Sue made me."
That doesn't work, either. After
a moment, Keenan admits that his
studies actually matter to him. Sue's
presence, he says, is to ensure that he
remains motivated once his reluctant
feet have delivered him to Centennial
Hall.
"I need someone to keep me
company, and to keep me here," he
says. He spends about two hours a
night, four nights a week, at one of
the building's tables. The fourth floor .
is uncrowded. "It was packed
before,'' Keenan says, "but people
have started filtering out.
"Besides, only the crabby ones
stay until midnight."

11:56 p.m.-School and work coincide for junior
Robert Breza as he hits the books while on security
guard duty at the parking lot below Halenbeck Hall.

9:45 p.m.-The later portion of the evening brings
laundry time for freshman Brandon Sechrist, a resident
of Shoemaker Hall.

As the clock sweeps toward
midnight, activity slowly fades from
most of the campus. Atwood Center
closes and clumps of students make
their way down the mall or toward
parking lots, the last of the 10,000 or
so who passed through the building
this day. Soft laughter echoes off the
brick walls of the dormitory complexes, while neon signs blink from
windows.
"The time is 11:59," reads the
electronic sign outside of Atwood
Center. Students shuffle from Centennial Hall. The sound of rock 'n'
roll carries on the breeze.
Nothing remarkable happens.
The moment passes quietly. The sign
now reads "The time is 12:00." It is
now Wednesday, April 8.
The end is the beginning.
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Gift annuities bting
benefits for all
To graduates: 19 20-1945
by I. Thomas Macgillivray
Director of Univenity Advancement/
Planned Giving

I. Thomas Macgillivray, SCSU director of
alumni and development since 1983, has been
named SCSU's director of univenity advancement and planned giving. In his new position,
the native of Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada,
will give increased emphasis to developing
long-range estate and planned giving opportunities for donon who wish to support SCSU.
Macgillivray came to SCSU in 1977 as alumni
director.

I have been blessed to meet a good
number of you. I appreciate your
continued interest in your alma
mater. And I also appreciate your
sharing with me your concerns for
your future and how you can best
provide for it. And because of a significant plan offered by your Foundation, we can provide for one another.
The plan is our Gift Annuity
program.
It's an investment opportunity
for you with a generous rate of return
and fixed and guaranteed p;:iyments
for life. It's especially timely because
of the current low interest rates from
other types of investments.
It's an opportunity to:
□ Experience the joy of giving;
□ Enjoy guaranteed fixed income for
life;
□ Receive a large portion of your
income as tax-free;
□ Receive an immediate charitable
deduction for a portion of the gift
based on official IRS tables.
Let's look at an example of one
of your former classmates. He is 77
years old (class of 1937) and just
purchased a $10,000 gift annuity. He
receives an annuity rate of 8 .9 percent. He requested semi-annual payments, so every six months we forward to him a check for $445 of
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which more than half is tax free.
There are many variables. You
can purchase a gift annuity for any
amount over $500. You may choose
the frequency of payments (annually,
semiannually, quarterly, monthly).
You may request a secondary income
beneficiary such as your spouse. You
can defer your payments until you
may need the income.
It's a fantastic plan, one with
many opportunities. It has the benefits of substantial income tax deductions and tax-free income. And
deferred payment gift annuities are a
viable alternative to IRAs.
Most recently, a graduate of the
class of 1924 cashed in her U .S. Savings Bonds to purchase a gift annuity.
She related to me that she has many
other friends who also own U .S. Savings Bonds who might do likewise. In
effect, you are taking a dormant
investment and making it work for
you.
Please give me a call today to discuss ( with no obligation) the benefits
of charitable gift annuities through
your St. Cloud State University
Foundation. Call collect, if you wish,
at (61'2) 255-3177 during regular
office hours. Or write me in care of
the Development Office, Room 210,
Administrative Services Building, St.
Cloud State University. Everything
will be very confidential. And if you
like, I would welcome the opportunity to visit with you in your home.

board.
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Inc., will be awarded annually.
DeSanto will make the initial $300
gift.
"Our department's scholarship
committee will look first at financial
need, and then academic excellence
and media participation as eligibility
requirements," DeSanto explains.
"I'm pleased to be able to provide
this type of funding for our students.
It also is crucial to have Productivity
Improvement, Inc. involved because
that is a vote of confidence in our
students from the public relations and
business sector itself."

Lisa Caldecott

Scholarship created
by consulting firm
and SCSU professor

R. John DeSanto

There was the air of a country garden at the College of St. Benedict Saturday evening, May
2, as the annual May Bowle provided piety and entertainment, as well as raising funds for
sc:holanhips in the fine arts. The annual fundraiser, a cooperative venture of SCSU, the
College of St. Benedict and St. John's Univenity, resulted in each of the three institutions
receiving $10,600. That figure ia cloee to the laqest ever for the May Bowle, notes R.o.ie
Moran, SCSU associate director of development and chairpenon of thia year's May Bowle

I

A new scholarship established by an
SCSU professor of mass commnunications and a management consulting
firm will provide funds for sophomores and juniors who are admitted
majors and minors in SCSU's
Department of Mass
Communications.
Dr. R. John DeSanto, APR, and
a faculty member in SCSU's Department of Mass Communications since
1972, is a public relations counselor
for Productivity Improvement Inc., a
total management consultant firm
based in the Twin Cities. President of
the firm is Robert Monson.
• The Productivity Improvement,
Inc. Scholarship, established by an
agreement between the firm,
DeSanto, and the SCSU Foundation

Scholarship to
benefit students
in social sciences
A new endowment at SCSU will fund
scholarships for students studying in
three major social sciences: criminal
justice studies, political science and
mass communications.
The endowment, to be known as
the Caldecott Family Social Sciences
Scholarship, was established by
Richard R. Caldecott, a 1977 SCSU
graduate in political science and criminal justice, and his sister, Lisa B.
Caldecott, a 1982 SCSU graduate in
mass communications.
The endowment is being established with an initial gift of $2,000,
according to officials of the SCSU
Foundation, Inc. The scholarships
will be awarded to students studying
in the different disciplines on a rotating basis. In 1988, the first year of the
scholarship, majors in criminal justice
studies will be eligible to apply, followed the next two years by political
science and mass communications
majors respectively.

Weismann establishes
athletic scholarship
John Weismann, an SCSU graduate
and long-time SCSU faculty member,
has established a scholarship endowment to assist the Men's Athletic program in attracting student athletes of
good character and strong leadership
ability, specifically new studentsfreshmen and transfer students.
Scholarship applicants must rank
in the top quarter of their high school
graduating class and preference will
be given to student athletes who also
were involved in other high school
extracurricular activities. Preference
· also will be given to student athletes
interested in participating in football,
basketball, track or wrestling.
Weismann, a native of Rockville,
retired as Director of Men's Affairs at
SCSU in 1969. He received a twoyear degree from SCSU in 1922, a
bachelor's degree from the College of
St. Thomas in 1925 and a master's
degree in 1934 from the University of
Southern California.
In 1980, Weismann established a
scholarship in music at SCSU in
memory of his wife, Dorothy.

Husky Day expands
fundraiser's focus
Renslow Husky Day the annual fall
fundraiser for athletics, will now be
called simply Husky Day. The name
change is an attempt to expand the
scope of the campus and community
day to raise money for men's and
women's athletics. The 1987 Husky
Day is scheduled Saturday, Sept. 26.
All monies raised by the eventnow sponsored by the SCSU Husky
Hustlers-will be used for athletic
scholarships. Fifty percent will go to
the David K. Renslow Memorial
Scholarship Endowment and 50 percent to athletic general scholarship
funds.
For the past four years, St.
Cloud community members and
SCSU faculty and staff have joined in
the fun of Renslow Husky Day. The
event is a Saturday of golf, tennis and
celebration honoring David Renslow,
a former SCSU athlete who died of
Hodgkin's cancer in 1982 at 33.

Scholarship created
in memory of real
estate student

Schuyler and Dortha Joyner

Schuyler C. Joyner
Scholarship created
The Schuyler C. Joyner Scholarship
in Education, a newly established
endowment fund, will provide one or
more scholarships beginning in 1988
in the area of education to enable toprated students with leadership abilities to further their study, officials of
the SCSU Foundation, Inc.
announced recently.
The fund was established by an
initial gift of $5,000 from Dortha
Joyner, in memory of her late husband, Schuyler, a 1922 St. Cloud
State Teachers College graduate who
was a junior high teacher and elementary school principal in St. Cloud in
the 1920s.
He received a bachelor's degree
in 1929 from the University of Min- .
nesota, a master's degree from the
University of Southern California in
1931, and doctorate in education
from the University of Southern California in 1941. He went on to work
as an administrator in the Los
Angeles City School system for most
of his career.
Dortha Joyner is a 1924 St.
Cloud State Teachers College graduate and also is a graduate of the
School of Music at the University of
Minnesota.
Students who have been formally
admitted to the College of Education
are eligible. Students with rural backgrounds are especially encouraged to
apply. Involvement in extracurricular
activities will also be considered during the selection process.

The Duane Joyer Memorial Scholarship, an endowment fund to continue
the memory of Duane Joyer, a senior
SCSU real estate major who died last
year in a house fire, has been created
by the SCSU Real Estate Association,
SCSU Investment Club, and advisor
Dr. George Karvel, an SCSU professor of management and finance.
The fund has been' established
with an initial gift of $850. Award
recipients must be business majors
who are active in a recognized College
of Business organization.
Joyer, a Robbinsdale native, was
a graduate of Minneapolis Patrick
Henry High School and a member of
the National Honor Society. He was
active in SCSU's Investment and Real
Estate Clubs and also in recreational
sports. He had been selected to
receive a scholarship for academic
excellence from the Minnesota Asssociation of Realtors.

Adviser honored. Dr. R. John DeSanto, SCSU
professor of Mass Communications, was named
the Oustanding Adviser for 1986-87 at the midwest conference of the Public Relations Student
Society of America in February in Omaha, Neb.
DeSanto was nominated for the award by the
SCSU chapter of the organization. It was the
second such award for DeSanto, who also won it
in 1983.

Charles D. and Esther Laurel Depuu Brainard are new memben of the SCSU Heritage Club
as a result of a bequest in each of their wills establuhing a scholanhip in their name. The
endowment's purpose u to attract incoming freshmen and transfer students with good
academic records to SCSU.

Engraved Diploma
Please make check or money order payable to: St. Cloud State Uniwrsit, Alumni Association. Cost is $34.95 each.
Enclosed is $ _ _ _ _ _ _ for ___ University commemorative plaques.
(no.)

Student's name (as you wish i t ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ----=-- Graduation date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Day

Month

Year

Degree: (Check one)
□ Associate in Arts
□ Associate in Elective Studies
□ Bachelor of Arts
□ Bachelor of Elective Studies
□ Bachelor of Music
□ Bachelor of Science
□ Master of Business Administration
□ Master of Science
(If not known, we will obtain this information from official university records.)

Mail to:

□

□

□
D

Associate in Science
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Master of Arts
Specialist

Scientific gift. SCSU's Department of Physics,
Astronomy and Engineering Science was the
recipient this spring of a $15,000 gift from Leeds
and Northrup, a large industrial equipment manufacturing firm. The equipment, which will be used
in SCSU's advanced physics and optics laboratories, includes two chart recorders; two pyrometers, which measure high temperatures; and a
doppler flow meter, which measures the flow of
liquids using the doppler effect.

Name:-------------------------------Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State-·_ _ _ _ Z i p · - - - - - - - Please send orders to:
. Alumni Services, St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, MN 56301
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Seven to enter SCSU
Athletic Hall of Fame
Six men and one woman have been
selected as the 1987 entrants into
SCSU's Athletic Hall of Fame.
They are Bob Altavilla, Sue
Fischer, Jack Gause, Harold Hendrickson, Jim Kiffmeyer, Mike Trewick and Dr. Roland Vandell. They
will be inducted into the Hall of Fame
Saturday, Sept. 27, in conjunction
with SCSU's home football game that
day against the University of
Minnesota-Duluth.

Altavilla

Bob Altavilla graduated from SCSU
in 1956, after winning letters in base- .
ball in 1949, 1950, 1955 and 1956
while playing under three different
coaches: Al Brainard, John Kasper
and Paul Meadows. He led the baseball Huskies in hitting all four years,
and his .406 career batting average is
the highest in Husky history. He was
also a letter-winner in basketball during the 1949-50 season.
He taught and coached at high ·
schools in Benson and Babbitt and is
now a teacher, coach and athletic
director at Vermilion Community
College in Ely.

Fischer

Sue Fischer graduated from SCSU in
1977 with a bachelor's degree in
physical education and also holds a
master's degree from the University
of Arizona. At SCSU, Fischer was a
four-year letterwinner in tennis and
was named to the Dean's List four
times. She is now a physical education teacher and men's and women's
tennis coach at the University of
Wisconsin-LaCrosse. Her coaching
honors include being named National
Association of lntercolleinate Athletics District "14 Coach of the Year.

Gause

Jack Gause is a 1953 graduate of
SCSU. As SCSU students, he and Jim
Kiffmeyer implemented the Husky
wrestling program. Gause coached the
team in 1949 and 1950. In 1967, he
officiated wrestling during the PanAmerican Games, and in 1971, he
was elected as head wrestling official
for the United States' Amateur
Athletic Union. Between 1971 and
1975, he officiated five world championships, four world cups, one preOlympic meet and many international
dual meets.
He was president of the Minnesota AAU wrestling organization
from 1970 to 1974, and in 1975, he
was awarded the Gold Star Service
Award by FILA, the international
governing body of wrestling. He
represented the United States as one
of the wrestling referees at the 1976
Olympic games in Montreal. He is a
teacher and coach at Columbia
Heights High School.

Hendrickson

Kiffmeyer

Trewick

Vandell
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Harold Hendrickson earned a twoyear degree from SCSU, then added a
bachelor's degree from the University
of Minnesota and a master's degree
from the University of Oregon. He
lettered in football, baseball and basketball at SCSU in 1919, 1920 and
1921, and during that time, the football and basketball teams won state
championships. Hendrickson was
class president during his junior and
senior years. He taught at Maple Lake
for two years and then taught and was
a principal for 44 years in Oregon,
coaching football, baseball, basketball

and track from 1921 to 1956. He is
retired and living in Citrus Heights,
CA.

Jim Kiffmeyer earned his bachelor's
and master's degrees from SCSU.
Along with Jack Gause, he implemented the Husky wrestling program
and coached the team in 1951 and
1952. He won letters in football and
wrestling and was an all-conference
football selection in 1951 and 1952.
As a wrestler, he lost only one match
during his college career, was the
team's MVP in 1951 and 1952 and
was a three-time Northwestern AAU
champion. He was a teacher and a
coacJ:i in the St. Cloud public school
system from 1952 until his retirement
last year.

department store for autumn.
The fall event will be a fundraiser
for SCSU scholarships and other
programs, and will include a "University Weekend" at Herberger's downtown store. Tentative dates for this
event are October 2 and 3.
More information about the St.
Cloud chapter of the SCSU Alumni
'Association is available from Opatz at
(612) 255-2905 or from Renslow at
(612) 251-5351.

Anniversaries,
reunions highlight
Homecoming '8 7

Homecoming 1987 at SCSU will be
Mike Trewick received his bache"A Family Affair."
lor's and master's degrees from
The annual autumnal celebraSCSU. He was a letterwinner in bastion, scheduled for the week of Oct. 5
ketball from 1965 to 1969, in basethrough 10, has a slightly different
ball during 1969 and 1970 and in
· focus than in past years, partly
football in 1969. He was an allbecause of four specific anniversaries
conference selection in basketball in
and reunions that will be marked.
1968 and 1969 and in baseball in
The week will include events
1969 and 1970. In 1969, he was a
marking the Golden Anniversary of
member of the baseball national
the College of Business, the 20th
tournament team and the Topps Allanniversary of the opening of Atwood
America team. He is now an adminis- Center, the 30th reunion of the Class
trator at Sartell High School.
of t57, and the 20th anniversary of
Dr. Roland Vandell is a 1935 grad- the 1967 football Huskies, who won
uate of SCSU. He earned his master's the Northern Intercollegiate Conference championship.
degree from the University of ColoThe special events and a need to
rado and his doctorate.from the Unirevive interest in Homecoming has
versity of North Dakota. He played
hockey for the Huskies from 1933 to caused a few major changes from previous years, says Margaret Vos,
1935 and was the Huskies' head
hockey coach from 1946 to 1950. He chairperson of the Homecoming
Planning Committee. In previous
was a referee in the first 15 Minnesota State High School League hockey years, two Homecoming dances took
tournaments and was an official in the place Saturday evening, one on campus aimed primarily at students and
Big Ten Conference from 1940 to
another off-campus intended mostly
1960. He directed the St. Cloud city
for
alumni.
winter recreation hockey program in
This year, the Homecoming
early 1940s. He was a mathematics
dance is scheduled for Friday evening,
professor at SCSU for 33 years until
Oct. 9, in Atwood Center. At the
his retirement in 1976.
same time, a reunion/reception for
alumni will be underway in Atwood
. Center's Gallery Lounge. Both the .
dance and the reception will double
as celebrations of the 20th anniverTwo grads organize
sary of the opening of Atwood Censays Joe Opatz, the center's 's
local alumni chapter ter,
director.
SCSU alumni living in the St. Cloud
The celebration in Atwood Cenarea will have an umbrella under
ter will follow the traditional alumni
which to organize university-related
banquet, scheduled for the Holiday
activities with the formation of a St.
Inn.
Cloud chapter of the SCSU Alumni
The entire Homecoming week
Association.
will include traditional events along
The chapter, which should
with special programs to mark both
receive its charter from the alumni
the Atwood Center and the College
association this spring, is the brainof Business celebrations. A birthday
child of Dr. Joe Opatz, director of
party for both is slated for Monday,
SCSU's Atwood Center, and Molly
Oct. 5, in Atwood Center, and special
Renslow, local businesswoman and
events, musical performances and a
the founder of Renslow Husky Day,
variety show are planned throughout
the annual autumn fundraiser for
the week.
Husky athletics.
Perhaps the largest change from
"We thought about it and tested previous Homecomings will be the
the waters to see what the interest
absence of Saturday's traditional
was," says Opatz. "We found that
Homecoming Parade. Concern about
there were a lot of people in the area
the behavior of spectators in recent
interested in getting involved in
years caused planners to drop the
alumni activities-not just in athletparade from the 1987 plans. Saturics, but in the arts, in keeping in
day's event will include the Husky
closer contact with departments and
Huddle pep rally, moved to Selke
in a lot of ways."
Field from its previous location of
Opatz notes that there are about
Riverside Park, as well as a post10,000 SCSU alumni living within 20 football game reception at the Holimiles of St. Cloud. "It's amazing that
day Inn.
something hasn't been organized
The week's events end with an
before."
Atwood Reunion Banquet Saturday
The fledgling organization is
evening, aimed at gathering together
planning a reception during July, in
all students and staff members who
conjunction with the annual Lemowere active in the various programs
nade Concert. And a larger event is
housed in the center during the past
being planned with Herberger's
20 years.

Frolll the Alulllni Director's desk

by Marnie Fischer
Acting Executive Director
SCSU Alumni Aaaociation

The Mechanical Arm
Do you have the mechanical arm that
jumps upward when you hear the
word uvolunteer"? When you initiate
a project does organization and commitment accompany it? Are the words
ul love St. Cloud State University"
imprinted indelibly on your heart?
If this sounds like you, you may
be a prime candidate for serving on
the Alumni Board. The Alumni
Board is seeking applications for new
board members to be elected at our
annual fall meeting. Major qualifications include a sense of commitment
and enthusiasm for your alma mater
and a proven record on other volunteer committees. Primary responsibilities of the service include:
□ Attending board meetings;
□ Participating at special events sponsored by the Alumni Association;
□ Serving on at least one of the four
divisions of the board: a) Student
Service and Awareness; b) Awards
and Recognition; c )Government/
Legislative Affairs; d) Alumni Program and Services division;
□ Serve as a uGoodwill Ambassador"
for SCSU in your community.
A minimum of a three-year
commitment is asked of all who are
elected to the board.
Some of the activities the
Alumni Association sponsors are
commencement luncheons for graduating seniors, out-of-state reunions
for alumni, legislative lobbying,
awards ceremony for outstanding
alumni, and of course, Homecoming.
If you are interested in serving
your alma mater in this capacity,
please submit a current resume and a
letter of application stating why you
would be interested in serving on the
alumni board and how you have contributed/supported SCSU in the past
( i.e. monetarily, through service,
attendance at SCSU events, and so
on. On your resume please list all of
your volunteer activities).
If you know of any alumni possessing these qualifications please feel
free to nominate them also. Your letter of application and/or nominations
may be sent to the Alumni Office, St.
Cloud State University, St. Cloud,
MN 56301. For further information
please contact the Alumni Office at
612-255-4241. Deadline for application is August 1.
Governor Rudy Perpich has proclaimed 1987 as the year of the
uv olunteer." We need committed
Alumni to volunteer their time and
skills so that we can serve a rapidly
growing family of more than 37,000
alumni and continue to uMake Additions to Great Traditions." So please
raise your mechanical arm high for

scsu.

Farewell to Judi Lust
Lily Tomlin from
the popular TV
show uLaugh-ln"
became famous
for her character,
Ernestine the telephone operator.
Judi Lust's
voice isn't quite
like that of Ernestine, but it still
created a lot of smiles over the six
years that Judi has been the Alumni
Office secretary. And the woman
behind the voice and the warm greetings, with her effervescent personality, has helped make Alumni House
an inviting uhome" for SCSU guests.
Judi lasted through three alumni
directors, six alumni association
board presidents and greeted 4,322
overnight guests. She seated more
than 1,300 graduates for commencement luncheons and has added
13,400 new alumni to the computer
file.
She assisted in planning six
homecomings, with themes ranging
from uThese are the Best of Times"
to uMake Additions to Great Traditions, The Fabulous Fifties". She witnessed the honoring of 12 distinguished alumni award recipients, 17
alumni service award winners, and 18
outstanding young alumni.
At 4:00 p.m., April 9, Judi
picked up the Alumni House telephone and said for the last time in her
warm voice, uAlumni House, Judi
speaking." Judi has lef! uhome" and
gone to meet a new challenge and
explore yet another area of campus
life as the secretary to the Geography
Department.
She left behind a store of lovely
memories and a lot of friends. We
wish her well in her new venture.

Rou Lynch and Beth Riesgraf, M.D., pictured with SCSU President BrendanJ. McDonald,
were named SCSU'a Outstanding Young Alumni for 1987.

diplomacy when answering the varied
and sometimes difficult questions
from the Chinese students. Instead of
asking questions openly, the polite
and very reserved Chinese students
wrote questions on paper and submitted them to Shazad for response.
When he was asked about freedom, Shazad proclaimed that he liked
his freedom in the United States but
his parents didn't like it. The crowd
chuckled, and Shazad went on to say
that everyone has an individual concept of freedom. He said that the
American system of freedom is good
for this country because it stimulates
growth. He learned that the Chinese
students are becoming freedomconscious and are beginning to compare China with other nations.
The curiosity of the Chinese
sparked questions about the American culture, college life in the United
States and Shazad's own personal life.
The"' Chinese students wanted to
know what he thought of student
demonstrations. He told them he
thought they were good because it
was a way for students to voice their
opinion. When he asked the Chinese
their opinion, no one answered the
question.
The Chinese students also asked
why a mid-sized university like SCSU
was suitable for foreign students. He
told them that it was very good for
foreign students because it was large
enough to offer the flexibility in
Only on Thirsty Thursdays
learning and a variety of activities but
It's 1987, and the American Revoluyet small enough not to get lost in the
tion ended more than 200 years ago.
shuffle. Spoken like a true recruiter!
The Declaration of Independence is
And of course, all study and no
211 years old, and still the United
play makes college life a bit dull. The
States sparks curiosity from visitors
Chinese students wanted to know
about its freedoms.
about dating. The written question
Shazad Ahmad, an international
was ''We were told that American
student from Pakistan, had the
girls are very aggressive. What's your
opportunity to represent SCSU in
opinion if you don't mind
China and freedom was one of many · answering?"
questions the Chinese people were
Shazad, again approaching the
curious about.
question as a diplomat, said, uAmeriShazad's trip, co-sponsored by
can women are very equalitythe Alumni Association, afforded him conscious, and in order to compete
the experience of traveling to China
with men in their society, they have
during Winter Quarter. He was
to be a little agressive. Other socieinvited to address Chinese students
ties, therefore, perceive them as
and faculty in an open forum at two
aggressive. But," he added, ttif you
different universities: Xi'an Jiaodong
really want to see an aggressive AmerUniversity and Nankai University in
ican woman, go to Thirsty Thursdays
Tianjin. Shazad used wit, humor and
at the Red Carpet."

Two graduates receive
1987 alumni honors
A St. Cloud physician and a psychologist from Waunakee, WI, were
honored as the SCSU's Outstanding
Young Alumni in April.
Dr. Beth Riesgraf, a physician
with Central Minnesota Group
Health Plan in St. Cloud, and Ross
Lynch, a rehabilitation psychologist
for Professional Rehabilitation Services in Madison, WI, were honored at
a luncheon at SCSU Monday, April
27.
They were selected for the
annual awards by a committee of the
SCSU Alumni Association.
Riesgraf, who received a bachelor's degree in chemi~try and biological sciences from SCSU in 1974, is a
volunteer physician with Birthright.
She is also an advisory board member
and lecturer for Childbirth Education
Association and a member of the
Medical Advisory Committee for
Camp Friendship in Annandale.
Lynch graduated from SCSU in
1973 with a bachelor's degree in psychology and in 1975 with a master's
degree in vocational rehabilitation
counseling. He has lectured on various aspects of vocational rehabilitation and has written numerous articles for professional journals.
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Front the Alunini Association President

A family affair. It's a "Family Affair" and
you're invited to be a part of it. Homecoming
1987 will bring back many memories of the
SCSU Family. Anniversaries and reunions will
highlight this year's celebration. The College of
Business will start its year-long Golden Anniversary celebration at Homecoming, proclaiming 50
years of excellence. The class of 195 7 will be
celebrating its 30-year reunion and the 1967
football team and Atwood Center-the babes in
the family-will be celebrating their 20-year anniversaries. See the story elsewhere in this edition
of Outlook for further details regarding "A Family
Affair-Homecoming 1987."

EdJohnson

Most people generally associate
alumni associations with social events
such as Homecoming. The Alumni
Association of St. Cloud State University does much more for the University and its alumni and we want
you aware of that fact.
The basic purpose of the St.
Cloud State University Alumni Association is to promote the interests of
SCSU and to establish mutually beneficial relations between the university
and its alumni.
To meet the needs of our alumni,
we have divided the Association into
four divisions. Listed below are the
divisions, chairpersons, purpose and
activities it includes.

Alumni Awards &
Recognition
Chairperson Barb Hohkamp. Purpose· To develop and implement
acti-,ities and programs that identify
thuse alumni and friends of the university that have distinguished themselves in their careers, have been of
service to the university and/or are
worthy of being granted special
recognition by the Alumni
Association.
Activities include the Alumni
Authors program and the annual Distinguished Alumni Award, Alumni
Service Awards and Outstanding
Young Alumni awards.

Alumni Programs and Services

Terry Montgomery, chief of staff to Minnesota
Gov. Rudy Perpich and a former administrator at SCSU, returns occasionally to SCSU.
Often, the reason for his trips back is a visit to
the Head Shop at Atwood Center, where
barber Norb Weber gave him a trim in late
March.

Write on! The 14th Annual Mississippi River
Creative Writing Workshop is slated to run June
8-11 and 15-18 at SCSU. The workshop will
include discussions of techniques of fiction, and
will feature sessions with several Minnesota writers. Scheduled for the workshop are Minneapolis
poet Marisha Chamberlain, Bemidji novelist Will
Weaver, St. John's University writer-in-residence
John Hassler and St. Paul poet Margaret Hasse.
The workshop will be directed by Bill Meissner,
SCSU professor of English.More information
about the workshop is available from Meissner at
(612) 255-3061.

Chairperson Janey Gohl. Purpose:
To develop and implement activities
and programs that are of direct
benefit to SCSU alumni or in some
way provide for alumni participation.
Activities include alumni
dinners, regional reunions and
Homecoming.

Governmental Relations
Chairpersons Don Stello and
Randy Green. Purpose: To study
and make recommendations on federal, state and local government policy decisions and legislation that
affects St. Cloud State University.
Activities include identifying
alumni legislators and other governmental officials who are alumni
and/or friends of the university;
studying issues and recommending
specific legislative action; and lobbying for positions on behalf of the
Alumni Association and SCSU.

Student Services and
Awareness.
Chairperson Janese Evans. Pur- ·
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pose: To develop and implement
activities and programs that directly

affect and serve the student body and
create a upresence" and visibility for
the Alumni Association on campus,
thereby cultivating support among
students and future alumni for the
association and university.
Activities include scholarship
programs, student recruitment,
ucareer Exploration Programs" for
SCSU students, special events such as
graduation and receptions, and direct
sponsorship of on-campus activities.
We hope through the division
concept, we are meeting your needs.
However, if you have other needs, if
you have some concerns, if you
would like to serve on a division
committee or if you have suggestions
that will make our organization
stronger, feel free to write Mamie
Fischer, Acting Executive Director of
the Alumni Association, or to your
board members.
We have almost 30,000 SCSU
graduates living in the state of Minnesota. Through the efforts of your
alumni association and your taking an
active part in SCSU affairs, we can
together m'ake SCSU the number one
university in the state.

Follow the Huskies
to New Orleans
Here's a question: is there a cajun
recipe for pigskin?
Seriously, pigskin-that is,
football-and cajun food will be
among the top attractions this fall
when the Men's Athletic Department
invites you to journey with SCSU's
football Huskies to New Orleans
Sept. 4 to 7 for a game with Nicholls
State University.
The price per person is $498.
That includes roundtrip airfare; three
nights at the Marriott Hotel; hotel tax
and gratuity; football game tickets;
transportation to Thibodaux, LA, for
the game; New Orleans sightseeing
tour; Breakfast at Brennan's; and a
pre-game party.
Bursch Travel, which is coordinating the event, recommends early
registration. A deposit of $ 100 per
person, along with the completed
·reservation form, is required to confirm the trip. The balance will be due
July 15. For information, call Marcia
Ring at Bursch Travel, (612) 2513180 or SCSU's athletic office at
(612) 255-3102.

July 25 is date
for Lab School,
Riverview reunion
After a year of searching for names
and planning activities, the Riverview /Lab school reunion is taking
shape. If you were connected with
these schools in any way but have not
been contacted about the reunion yet,
please call or write to:
R&L Reunion Committee, Alumni
House, SCSU, St. Cloud, MN 56301.
The reunion will be on the
SCSU campus Saturday, July 25. A
Friday night picnic is also being
planned for July 24. Activities will
include tours, programs and many
chances to visit with friends.

In search of lost alumni
The College of Business will celebrate its 50th anniversary next year
and anniversary planners are trying
to locate College of Business
alumni. We need your help. If
your name is on the followingJist
or if you know someone on this
list, please let us know. Call or
write with your current address:

St. Cloud State University
Alumni Association, St. Cloud
State University, St. Cloud, MN
56301, (612) 255-4241.
(A~M were published in the previous issue of
Outlook.)

NALE, TERRI ELLEN HARWOOD
NANCARROW, WILLIAM DAVID
NEILSON, LINDA JOANNE
NEITZEL, DOROTIIY LYDIA
NELSON, ARNE PALMER
NELSON, BARBARA LYNN COOK
NELSON, BARBARA SIMMERS
NELSON, CYNTHIA RENAE
NELSON, DOROTIIY MAVE
NELSON,EUNICELEONE
NELSON, GARY MYRON
NELSON, JAMES CLARENCE
NELSON, JR RAYMOND J
NELSON, LARRY RODGER
NELSON, LAWRENCE KENNET
NELSON, LEE EDWARD
NELSON, MARIAN CAROLYN
NELSON, MICHAEL D
NELSON, MICHAEL RICHARD
NELSON, NELS RICHARD
NELSON, PA1RICIA ANN
NELSON, RALPH WOODROW
NELSON, RICHARD WILLIAM
NELSON, SUSAN KAY
NELSON, WILLARD CHARLES
NESS, ARTIIUR LENOARD
NESS, GERALD THOMAS
NETI, SEPHEN B
NG,LAIWAH
NIELSEN, KENNETH GEORGE
NOBLE, EDWARD WAITS
NORD, RONALD J
NORDIN, THOMAS STANLEY
NORMAN, NEIL EDGAR
NOYES, BRUCE FRANCIS
NUSS, ROBERT WILLIAM
NVERNBERG, DOROTHY MARI
NYRHINEN, STEVE SAUL
OBERMILLER, DEAN EDWARD
OBERSTAR, JOHN ANTHONY
OBRIEN, THOMAS PA1RICK
OBRIEN, TIMOTIIY GERARD
ODAIR, JUDY KATHLEEN
ODEAN, LYNN PAUL
OGDAHL, GERALD LEE
OGUDORO, CHRISTOSTEPHENS F
OKEEFE, ROBERT JAMES
OLIVER, BETIT ANN
OLK,LLOYDN
OLSON,CHERYLJEAN
OLSON, DAVID V
OLSON, DEAN ARDEN
OLSON, DENNI JO
OLSON, GARY JAMES
OLSON, GAYLEN RICHARD
OLSON, JOYCE MAUREEN
OLSON, LARRY ROGER
OLSON, LESTER GILBERT
OLSON, PHYLLIS ADELAIDE
OLSON, RICHARD ARTIIUR
OLSON,ROBERTEDWIN
OLSON, STANLEY LUTHER
ONEILL, THOMAS EDWARD
ONG, HEAN JERRY
OROURKE, RICHARD J
OSBERG, GEOFFREY THOMAS
OSTER, LARRY CHARLES
OTIS, DONALD HENRY
O'ITERSTA'ITER, DAVID MILTON
OVERVOLD,LEEERNEST
PABST, ERIC ALFRED
PAHULE, EDWARD JOSEPH
PALLANSCH, SUSAN MARIE
PALMER, GWENDOLYN DIANNE
PALMER, JERALD
PALMER, LEROY W
PARDUHN, HILDEGARD BEAT
PARKER, JAMES RANDOLPH
PARTEN, RICHARD LEE
PATERSON, JOHN HERBERT
PATRAW, RODGER WILLIAM
PA'ITERSON, JAMES FRANCIS
PAULEY,DONALDLLOYD
PAULSEN, ROEN I
PAULSON, BRIAN THOMAS
PAULSON,JAY RICHARD
PAULSON,MARLENEJOYCE
PAUN, ROSE MARGARET
PEARSON, CRAIG LESTER
PEARSON, KAREN J PETERSON
PEDERSEN, ANDRIA L
PETERS, VIOLA MARY
PETERSEN, FRANK W
PETERSEN, LLOYD JENS
PETERSON, DAVIP JOHN 2
PETERSON, ERIC THOMAS
PETERSON, FRANK HOUSTON
PETERSON, JANICE ARLENE
PETERSON, MEREDITH ANNE
PETERSON, RICHARD KEITH

PETERSON, TIIOMAS LEON
PHAGOO, JODHAN
PHELPS, ROBERT DEWEY
PHIFER, NOEL LAWRENCE
PlilLBROOK, DONALD T
PlilLLIPS, CORYDON LEE
PlilLLIPS, VICKI ELLEN
PlilLLIPS, YVONNE EIL
PIBULSIRIClllT, SAWAI
PIERCE, MARK EDWARD
PIOTROWSKI, GERALD JOSE
PIRNER, TIMOTIIY JOHN
PITULLA, SAM JOHN
PLUMMER, CHRISTOPHER HAIG
POGANSI<I, GREGORY LEE
POLLOCK, TIIOMAS ROBERT
POOTON, TIIOMPSON JAMES
POPP, MICHAEL DUANE
PORTER, JOEL RICHARD
POTHAST, GARY LEE
PRAX, DAVID WESLEY
PREZESMICI<I, BEN LEONARD
PRICE, WILMOTII CHRISTIA
PRICHARD, JOHN RAYMOND
PROZINSI<I, PEGGY JOANN
PUCHLEITNER, ELAINE JEAN
PURSLEY, HAROLD JOHN
PUTNAM, ROBERT WILLIAM
PUTNAM, WILLIAM STUART
PYKA, MARY THERESE
QUARVE, JEAN MARY
RADOSEVICH, PAUL ANDREW
RADTKE, KIM RAE
RAJKOWSI<I, TIIOMAS FREDE
RAKOS, JOSEPH JOHN
RAMIREZ, GARY JAMES
RANKANI,SIMIN
RASMUSSEN, CHERYL DEE
RASMUSSEN, DEXTER OWEN
REID, TODD NELSON
. REISHUS, TERRY LEE
REISSNER, PATRICIA L
RENSLOW, JANET EVELYN
RENSTROM, TIIOMAS GARY
REUTER, JAMES TIIOMAS
RHODE, ELMER FREDRICK
RICE, WILLIAM
RICHARDSON, JEANNE ANN
RICHARDSON, MICHAEL WILLIAM
RILEY, DANIEL DAVID
RILEY, JOHN GEORGE
RILEY, WILLIAM LEONARD
RlNTA, ANTIIONY MATT
RIPLEY, DEBBIE LYNN
RISTE, MYRTLE CLARICE
RITARI, STANLEY G
RIZZO, ROBERT ANGELO
ROBBS, SHERMAN EDWARD
ROBSON, JOHN EASTON
ROEHL, DARRELL IRVIN
ROGERS, THEODORE WILLIAM
ROLSCHAU, JEFFREY MATTESON
RONNING, JOHN MICHAEL
RCX)NEY, ELIZABETII COLLEEN
ROONEY, PAUL LARRY
ROONEY, ROGER WILLIAM
ROONEY, TIMOTIIY FREDRICK
ROOS, JANE ANN RAUSCH
ROOS, JOHN JOEL
ROOS, RICHARD WILLIAM
ROSE, SHARON LEE
ROSEN, SANOR EVELYN
ROSS, DAVID LLOYD
ROTSCH, JAMES BRUCE
ROWEN, LESTER ALLEN
RUANE, MICHAEL CHARLES
RUCKE, TIIOMAS MICHAEL
RUDD,DONALDELMER
RUDELIUS, JEANNE ELIZABETH
RUDQUIST, DIANE EVELYN
RUNDLE, CYNTIIIA M KIRCHNER
RUOKE, NORMA JEANETTE
RUSSELL, DIANE ROSE MEYER
RUTII, VIGREN WANDER
RUZICKA, GERALD E
SAHLI, ROBERT FRANCIS
SAKRY, JULIE KAY
SAKRY, SYLVESTER DANIEL
SALES, KEVIN GRANT
SAMPSON, DALE GREGORY
SANDBERG, CARL FREDERICK
SANDSTROM, RICHARD STEPHEN
SAUER, JAMES ROBERT
SCHAAP, JEFFREY ARTIIUR
SCHAAR, MERTAN ARNOLD
SCHAEFER, PATRICIA BEMIS
SCHAFER, DEAN RAYMOND
SCHAFER, ROBERT SEYMOUR
SCHEFFLER, CAROL ANN
SCHELIN, ROBERT PAUL
SCHENK, STEVEN P
SCHEREK, RANDALL HAROLD
SCHIK, KATHLEEN THERESA
SCHMIDT, CAROL JOYCE
SCHMIDT, MARK ANTIIONY
SCHMIDT, RICHARD LEON
SCHMITII, RICHARD WARREN
SCHMITT, TIIOMAS FRED
SCHMITZ, HERBERT JACOB
SCHMITZ, JOHN F
SCHMITZ, JOHN JAMES
SCHNEIDER, ERLING H
SCHNEIDER, VIRGIL ALAN
SCHONHARDT, MARK RICHARD
SCHRAFNAGEL, SUSAN M LEGER
SCHREIFELS, NICHOLAS ALOIS
SCHROTII, PETER JOHN
SCHULTZ, ROBERT KARL
SCHWERSENSKA, DAWN MARIE
SCHWINDEMANN, CATHERINE
SCOTT; DONALD WILLIAM
SCOTT, JOSEPH EDWARD
SEANGER, GLENN DAMIAN
SECORA, SHARON MARIE
SEEMANN, ROBERT E
SELISKER, LAWRENCE F
SELLARS, MARILYNN THOM~UN

SELLESETII, SANDRA LYNN
SENART, KRISTA LYNN ANDERSON
SERGOT, PAULO
SERGOT, WILLIAM ARTIIUR
SETTERGREN, MARLYCEADE
SETTERGREN, WAYNED
SETTERLUND, DAVID R
SEVERSON, MICHAEL JOSEPH
SHAFFER. ROBERT EDWIN
SHANAHAN, DENNIS M
SHAY, MICHAEL PATRICK
SHELKOWITZ,CHARLESJ
SHOGREN, VIENNA KANANEN
SHOLUND, DONALD lilLDING
SHRIVER, JULIE ANN
SIA, CHAY YONG
SICKLES, ARNOLD CHARLES
SIMCOE, TIIOMAS JOHN
SIMONET, STEPHEN
SINGH, KHEMRAJ
SIPLE, LAWRENCE DWIGHT
SIVERTSON, MARION LYDIA
SKALET, JOHN TIIOMAS
SKOGEN, RICHARD DOUGLAS
SKRABA, JOSEPH
SLATER, SUSAN CATIIERlNE
SLINDEE, ERIC JOHN
SMELSER, CLIFFORD GLENN
SMITII, DALE VERNON
SMITII, DONALD C
SMITII, GREGORY JAMES
SMITII, HARRY
SMITII, JAMES AMES
SMITII, LEROY IVAN
SMITII, MATHEW PATRICK
SMITII, NANCY KAY
SMITII, RICHARD DANIEL
SMITII, TIIOMAS HOMER
SMOLENSKI, EDWARD TIIOMAS
SMUK, LUANN DEE LATVA
SNEGOSKY, THOMAS ALLEN
SNOW, RICHARD FRANK
SOLBERG, ALTON EUGENE
SOLMONSON, MICHAEL EUGENE
SORENSEN, RANDI KAYE PAULSON
SOUKUP, ELIZABETII ANNE
SOWIEJA, STEVEN E
SPAULDING, DAVID ARNOLD
SPICER, RICHARD GRANT
STAFFORD, MARK PATRICK
STALL, CRAIG TIIOMAS
STARKEY, JAMES WILLIAM
STEELE, MICHAEL F
STEFFENS, ELAINE MARY
STEFFENS, SCOTT WAYNE
STEICHEN, JEFFREY PAUL
STEINBERG.JERRY ANDREW
STELLMACH, DEBORAH ANN LEONA
STIBAL, JOSEPH HENRY
STOCK, ALAN JOSEPH

STOCK, REMBERT PETER
STOESSEL, EDWIN C
STOKES, HENRY D
STRAND, ELEANOR GLAUVITZ
STRATTON, WILLIAM A
STREETER, ELTON M
STREETER, KENNETII R
STREIER, DALE MYRON
STROSCHEIN, JUDITII ANN
STUBBINS, MARK ROBERT
STUEMPGES, RICHARD N
SUMBS, ROBERT RICHARD
SUTTON, RUSELL THAYER
SUXTON, PATRICIASPANIOL
SVOR, SPENCER BYRAN
SWANK, RENAE ELAYNE
SWANSON, DANIEL PETER
SWANSON, HARCETII WAYNE
"SWANSON, RODNEY JOHN
SW ANSON, VERNON R
SWARTIIOUT, RALPH JAMES
SWEENEY, JOHN THEODORE
SWENSON, JOHN C
SWENSON, TERRY LEE
SZULCZEWSI<I, BRIAN SCOT
TAUER, GREGORY JAMES
TAUER, LORI JO BRONNICHE
TAUNTON, WILLIAM DAVIS
TEMPLIN, DEBORAH M MURPHY
TEMPLIN, ERWIN WALTER Z
TERCH, PETER EUGENE
TERVO, JOHN MICHAEL
TESSMER, MAJOR LEE W
THAYER, JOHN RY AN
THEIS, THEODORE JOHN
THEISEN, JOHN MARCELLUS
THELEN, CHARLES RALPH
TlllELEN, MARIE ELIZABET
TlllELEN, RENEE ANN LINN
TlllELMAN, RICHARD R
TIIIES, MICHAEL LEE
TIIOELE, BRUCE EDWARD
TIIOMAS, MICHAEL LEE
TIIOMPSON, DONALD ARTIIUR
TIIOMPSON, GARY WHEELER
TIIOMPSON, RICHARD WAYNE
TIIOMPSON, SUSANK OLSON
TIIORNTON, CURTIS WILLIA
TIIORTON, CURTIS
TIIUNE, MARK ALAN
TIALA, TOBY LEE
TIO,ENGENG
TONNELL, HARLAND HARRY
TOP, DAVID ALLEN
TOP, ERWIN DEAN
TORBORG, JEANNE MARIE
TRAEN, DONALD EDWARD
TREACY, CHARLES WILLIAM
TRIPLETT, JAMES LEO
TRISKO, RICHARD JOHN
TROVECKE, PAUL TIIOMAS
TUCHOLKE, STEVEN JON
TUCKER, ANITA CLAIRE
TUNELL, BARBARA ANN
UBANI, LAWRENCE SOTONYE IKEClll
UECKER,GERALDELDON
UGLEM, DEAN CRAIG

The World Theatre in St. Paul was the site April 26 when the SCSU Concert/Chamber
Band presented an Alumni/Emeriti Honon Concert. The band, directed by Richard
Hansen, SCSU assistant profe880r of music, presented the concert to honor SCSU music
alumni and emeriti faculty, who were honored at a reception during the evening.
ULRICH, SAMUEL TIIOMAS
UNGER, LARRY ARTIIUR
URQUHART, WILLIAM
'
VANDEVEER, RAYMOND JOSEPH
VANGUNDY, JERRY LEE
V ANLITII, JEANNE MARIE
VENENGA, GARY MERLE
VERAN'IH, JOHN ANTIIONY
VIERZBA, KATHRYN WlilTE
VORACHEK, CARLYLE WAYNE
VUKSON, MILES
WAGNER, RONALD WILLIAM
WAGNER, WENDLINE JOSEPH
WALBRIDGE, TIMOTHY RICHARD
WALKER, JEFFREY TIIOMAS

W ALLEEN, SHIRLEY ANGELI

WALLIN, GLORIA JEAN
W ALLRAFF, TIIOMAS F
WALSH, CAROL VIRGINIA
WANOUS, EDWARD ELMER
WARNE, DARRELL ROBERT
WARNER, DAVID LEE
WASCHE, KATIILEEN RUTII
WASLIEN, RANDOLPH M
WASSON, CHERYLLYNN DAHLKE
WATERS, JAMES LEE
WATTERS, JULIE ANN
WAX, PAUL KENDELL
WEBER.JAMES R
WEDLL, KAY HELEN
WEIDNER, ROBERT WALTER
WEILAND, BERNARD ALPHONSE
WEILYE, LESLIE ANDERSON
WEISS, PATRICIA KROGH
WEISZ, STEVEN JOSEPH
WELCH, JAMES EUGENE
WELLE, DAVID HERMAN
WELTSCH, MARY KATHLEEN
WENGER,.STEVEN EARL
WENNBERG, DONALD WARREN
WENNER, JAMES FRANK
WESTEEN, GARY CLAIR
WESTERSON,CANDYJ
WESTLEY, BRIAN DOUGLAS
WETfSTEIN, DAVE JOHN
WHELEN, BURT WILLIAM
WlllTE,DOUGLASEVERTWlllTE, MICHAEL CONRAD
WlllTE, ROBERT WALTER
WICK, DIANE CAROL JOHNSON
WICKLUND, STEVEN PAUL
WICKSTROM, REBECCA LYNN
WIDMAN, ROBERT DENNIS
WIDMARK, WAYNE AUGUST
WIEDEMANN, JOHN HERMAN
WIEDMAN, KEVIN MCNEELY
WIEHL, DONALD JOHN
WIGNES, DAVID RUSSELL
WILD, CARL LEONARD
WILGER, JANE MARIE
WILLIAMS, MARY A LIEN
WILLIAMS, PATRICK J
WILLIE, ALLEN DOUGLAS
WILSON, DAWN MARVEL
WILSON, FELIX HARRY
WINTER, JOHN ERNEST
WINTER, PATRICIA ANN BRADLEY
WISHART, GRANT JAMES
WITTENBURG, DARLENE AVLLSGAARD
WITTROCK, SANDRA JEAN
WOESSNER, MARIE ANGELIN
WOJCIECHOWSKI, EDWARD E
WORTII, HARLAN EDWARD
WRASE, ROBERT 0
WRUCK, CONSTANCE RENEE
YOUNG, CHARLES JOSEPH
YOUNG, JOAN MARY DEFOE
YOUNG, PATRICK JOHN
YUTR.ZENKA, MARY JOSEPlllNE
ZABINSKI, JOYCE PATRICE
ZACHARIAS, JEROME CARL
ZAK, JOSEPH CLARENCE
ZEHER, JOHN RICHARD
ZENNER, LAUREL ANN
ZGAYNOR, WILLIAM BRUCE
ZIEHL, DONALD JOHN
ZIEHL, ROSEMARY SOPER

Andrea Luthanen, media supervisor for the
Haworth Group, Minneapolis, discuued her
career in marketing and promotion at SCSU's
"Building on Careen Day" in April. Luthanen, an SCSU graduate in mass communications/public relations, was one of several
SCS
alumni . that 1poke at the day-long
seminar in the Atwood Center Ballroom.

Telling tales in school. The use of storytelling
in the educational curriculum will be the focus of
"The Art of Storytelling II," a workshop scheduled July 8 and 9 in SCSU's Atwood Center.
Participants will have an opportunity to hear and
practice a wide range of stories to develop and
increase their storytelling skills. More information
on the workshop is available by calling ( 612)
255-3081.
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Project encourages
leadership

Dr. Annette Schneider, who received her mas-ter's degree in English from SCSU in 1979, is one
of 160 women from across the country selected
for the "Leaders" program, an international leadership training program for faculty and administrators at two-year colleges.
The program requires its participants to
work with mentors at their institutions in developing a research project that will develop new
skills and benefit their institution.
As her individual project for the program,
Schneider, an associate professor of English at
Rockland Community College on Suffern, NY,
will conduct an interdisciplinary effort to improve
the writing skills of students at the community
college level. That project will include a series of
professional development seminars for faculty
members from all disciplines, which will help
them develop new courses with emphasis on writing skills. Those courses wil be required of all
graduates at Rockland by 1988.

We Remember...
The deaths of 20 SCSU alumni have been
reported. The year listed is the Graduation year.
1919 E. Lydia Rosander, Turlock, CA
1920 Stella L. Lackey, Kerrville, TX
1921 Fred W . Pramann, Portland, OR
1925 Grace Dingmann, Clear Lake
Glanville Smith, Cold Spring (friend)
192 7 Robert J. Murray, Aberdeen, SD
1929 Florence M. Swanger, McAllen, TX
1929 Holgar Swenson, Paynesville
1933 Arthur Andrew Anderson, Terre Haute, IN
1937 John Bensen, St. Cloud
1937 Severyn J. Grittner, Sartell
1937 Ralph B. Holter, Green Bay, WI
1949 James Larson, Spokane, WA
1958 Carol Ann Stavrum Paull, Morrison, CO
1959 Alice V. Larsen, Mesa, AZ
1960 Charles Blonigen, Minneapolis
1961 Wilma Nyberg, Hinckley
1961 Melinda Cates, Waite Park
1962 Mabel Larson, Dassel
1970 Hazel M. Bright, San Luis Obispo, CA
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GLADYS GOULD PARKS, '15, Katy, TX, is
retired. She says she is "still trying to be the
oldest SCSU alumni!" ... C.E. TIIEODORE
DANIELSON, '23, Willmar, has been retired
since 1968 and enjoys attending class reunions
at SCSU. He says his present title is "Hey,
you!" ... The following group of people are all
retired and attended various regional reunions
this winter: ALFREDA E. PETERSON
KREUTZER, '27, Costa Mesa, CA.; IRJA
HASU McCARTHY, '28, '31, Clarendon
Hills, IL.; FLORENCE McDONALD SALZER,
'31, Chicago, IL.; ALICE JOHNSON URTON,
'39, Sun City, AZ, and GLADYS WATKINS
POWERS, '33, San Diego, CA ... ISABEL
STORM YOUNGDALE, '34, Vista, CA, is a
retired teacher and owner of Youngdale Manufacturing Co.... DR. EMIL
F. WILKEN, '39; and
JOANN TROJOHN
NORMANDIN
WILKEN, '64, live in
Mesa, AZ... LAVONNE
L. BERG '49, '70, Litchfield, retired June 30,
1986, after 20 years as
director of education at
Minnesota Correctional
Facility at Sauk Centre.

1968-1969
CURTIS D. HUTCHENS, '68, '70, '80, St.
Cloud, is a teacher at South Elementary
School. He works through the St. Cloud Education Association to improve retirement
benefits and is a member of the MEA Retirement Committee and.an associate member of
the National Retired Teachers Association ...
CRAIG HEITKE, '68, is a financial planner in
Paynesville ... DAVE FREDERICKSON, '68,
Murdock, has been appointed vice chairman of
the M(nnesota State Senate Committee on
Agriculture ... JOANNE EILERS HILDT, '68,
Bloomingdale, IL, is the owner of a marketing
agency ... RICHARD W. WILLIAMS, '68,
Scottsdale, AZ, is president of Williams Financial Corp .... SHARON SELANDER
MEDBERY, '69, is school librarian at Beardsley/Valley School. She is also Sunday school
superintendent at Zion Lutheran in Browns
Valley ... THOMAS ALAN WILL, '69, Bloomington, is president of Nordic Travel... RALPH
0. MORGENWECK, '69, '71, Fort Collins,
CO, is director of the National Ecology Center,
a division of the U .S. Fish and Wildlife Ser- vice... ROBERT W . LUNDQUIST, '69, is
president of a motorcycle business that wholesales internationally as Cycles USA, Inc., and
retails in Minneapolis as Deals for Two
Wheels ... PAULINE PAGE, '69, '71, Nevada,
MO, has retired as coordinator of the employee
assistance program at St. Cloud Hospital.

1950-59
JOSEPH BASIL CORRIGAN, '50 and FLORENCE KLOSKOWSKI CORRIGAN, '51, will
be retiring in June from a combined 70 years of
education as a team. They will each begin a new
career-she in chemical dependency education
and he in real estate ... A VIS SANDEEN GALLAGHER, '53, Glen Ellyn, IL, is a tax consultant/teacher for H & R Block ... NORB
LINDSKOG, '54, '57, is a professor of business at City Colleges of Chicago ... MARY
PERLE KING, '54, Fullerton, CA, is reading
chairwoman at Loara High School, Anaheim,
CA... TIIEODORE E. ENGER, '56, St. Paul, is
a mathematics teacher at Roseville Area
Schools .... ROBERT D. JOHNSON, '58, is a
pastor at Bethany Lutheran Church, Scottsdale,
AZ... SCOTT PETERSON, '58, '65, is a business education teacher at Columbia Heights
High School. He has informed us that a total of
fifty-seven teachers in the system are St. Cloud
State University graduates-that's 40 percent
of the faculty!

1960-1967
CAROL F. ACKERSON, '60, is a senior high
school English teacher at New Ulm ... LAURENCE]. RUPPEL, '62, Duluth, is owner of
Ruppell Properties (renovations and restorations), and has been a teacher for 25 years ...
WOODSON M. WHITING, '62, Spicer, plans
to travel now that he has resigned after 20 years
of teaching art in the Belgrade public schools...
DENNIS MARQUARDT, '62, '68, is a partner
at McGladrey Hendrickson, Phoenix, AZ...
GEORGE F. GENZ, '63, Big Rapids, MI, is
director of the Keystone/Student Occupational
Competency Achievement Testing Project at
Ferris State College's Center for Occupational
Education... KATHRYN HANSMEIER
DAHL, '64, Buffalo Grove, IL, is a criminal
investigator for the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services ... GARY R. SMITH, '65,
left White Engines on January 19th to become
president ofVancorp, a company involved in
various aspects of real estate development, construction, financing and management... LARRY
J. SMITH, '67, Glencoe, IL, is president of
Real Estate Planning, Inc .... RICHARD W.
BRANDT, '67, is chief of social actions in the
U.S. Air Force, Ramstein Air Base, Germany ...
GEORGE H. SCHARBER, '67, Oakdale, is
self-employed at Ever Fresh Coffee Service.

1970-1976
LES FEYMAN, '70, and
CINDY TIGGES
FEYMA, '71, live in Batavia, IL, where he is
national account manager
for Graco, Inc.... TERRY
GRUBER, '71, St. Cloud,
is supervisor of placement
at St. Cloud Area Vocational Technical Institute... RICHARD D.
THEILMANN THEILMANN, '71, Wayzata, has been named to Paine Webber's Director's Council. This honor is awarded to 100
investment executives whose results have distinguished them as among the best in the firm ...
GAIL W. BAMBER, '71, San Diego, CA, is
working as a freelance graphic designer from

her home studio and says she was very pleased
with a recent alumni reunion in San Diego...
YVONNE MALIESE, '71, Chicago, IL, is in
retailing at Marshall Fields... Maj. JAMES A.
LUNN, '72, has received his second award of
the Meritorious Service Medal, which is
awarded specifically for outstanding noncombat meritorious achievement or service to
the United States ... JANE C. KRUPP SHEFFIELD, '67, and CHARLES SHEFFIELD, '72,
live in Rochester, where she is an insurance
agent... WENDY B. WOALERS KUHARIK,
'73, Bayport, is a teacher and church choral
director... LYNETTE C. ROSNOW, '73,
Escondido, CA, is a teacher at Escondido
Union High School... JIM ILLIES, '74, is acertified property manager at INH Property Management, Inc., St. Cloud, and is president of the
Minnesota Chapter of the Institute of Real
Estate Management for 1987 ... ERNEST
COLEMAN, '75, Chicago, IL, is a physical
education teacher at the University of Chicago... JON TUFTE, '76, St. Cloud, is director
of human resources at St. Benedict's Center ...
GARY S. KEPHART, '76, Richland, WA, was
named Health Physicist of the Year by the
Columbia Chapter of the Health Physics
Society. He is currently conducting thesis
research in whole body counter calibration to
complete his master's degree in radiological
sciences from the University of Washington ...
WILLIAM G. LANG, IV, '76, Raleigh, NC, is
laboratory supervisor for Wake Medical Center ... CRAIG SHIRK, '76, and CINDY SHIRK,
'77, live in Mankato, where he is a cartographer
and planner for Region Nine Development
Commission and she is an instructor of voice
and music theory at Bethany College ... Capt.
DAISY ANNE M. ELMQUIST, '76, is serving
with the Marine Corps in the 1st Force Service
Support Group, Camp Pendleton, CA.

1977-1979
ROGER H. FALDE, '77, '79, is general manager for a subsidiary of Resistance Technology,

Inc. in Munich, West Germany... DEBRA
LASSILA LAWRENCE, Mountain Iron, is crisis shelter director for Lutheran Social Services
in Kinney ... JUDY A. LANDWEHR, '77, St.
Cloud, has been elected Recording Secretary
for the National Association of Activity Professionals' National Board of Trustees ... ELIZABETH LEE CANELAKE, '77, Los Angeles, CA, is director of library services at Film
Bank ... Staff Sgt. STEPHEN P. BUTLER, '77,
is serving with the U.S. Air Force 2036th ·
Information Systems Squadron, Mountain
Home Air Force Base, Idaho... JAMES PERKINS, '78, Humboldt, SD, is band director in
the Sioux Falls public schools and performs as
a musician ... BRIAN LOFQUIST, '78, is
assigned as political officer to the U.S. Embassy
in Oslo, Norway ... DARYL E. SULANDER,
' 78, Maple Grove, is an accounting and data
processing supervisor for the City of Plymouth ... DEBORAH HOIUM ANDERSEN,
'78, Anaheim, CA, is western regional manager
for U .S. Concord, Irvine, CA. .. ROBERT
LAVEN, '79, '85, and CATIIERINE PFEFFER
LAVEN, '78, live in Laurel, MD ... KRISTIN
LEWISON YOUNG, '79, Cheam Surrey, UK,
is an art teacher at the American Community
School... JILL TIBBS MAYS, '79, Harvey, IL,
is a teacher in the West Harvey School District... MARY OEMCKE, '79, San Diego, CA,
is foreign student adviser at San Diego State
University ... NORMA]. TALBOT, '79, Min-
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neapolis, is a systems analyst with the telecommunications department at the University
of Minnesota. She has enjoyed working on the
project to install 20,000 phones-the largest
privately owned phone company in the U.S....
CARMEN PETERS, '79, was named Citizen of
the Year, Sauk Rapids, for 1987. He is the first
to receive the distinguished award... BARBARA REED-POLATIY, '79, Colorado
Springs, CO, is a marketing specialist at Colorado Telecommunications Division of HewlettPackard ... MICHAEL C. WENDEL, '79, Cottage Grove, is director of marketing for
franchise development at Americlnn International, St. Cloud... ANNE THEIS, '79, St.
Cloud, and SUZANNE DIELTZ, '79, St. Louis
Park, have been named to a team of four
women who will travel to northern Australia,
living with families and learning about the
country's culture, economics and lifestyle.
Theis, representing The Rotary Club of St.
Cloud-Granite, is director of communications
for Franciscan Sisters Health Care, Inc., Little
Falls. Dieltz is a marketing representative for
IBM, Minneapolis representing The Rotary
Club of Minneapolis.

1980
TERESA WILDER AHRENDT and GREGORY ALLEN AHRENDT live in St. Cloud,
where he is a financial planner and investor at
The Principal Financial Group and she is at
home with a new baby ... ALICE BINSFELD,
Evanston, IL, is a nanny/live-in babysitter ...
JOHN OMANN, Sartell, is a partner-agent at
0mann Insurance Agency ... MARK C.
CHRISTIANSON, Sauk Rapids, is a trust
officer at Zapp National Bank ... JOLEEN
SYTSMA, Clearwater, is comptroller with
Marco Business Products of St. Cloud...
STEVEN KRYCH, Deer Park, TX, is a doctor
of podiatry in private practice in East Harris
County of Houston, TX.

1981
LEANNE VENTRELLA, St. Paul, is a sales
coordinator for Canton North America...
SCOTT CARLSON, Woodland Hills, CA, is a
financial services manager at First Interstate
Bank ... -KATHY KRUSE CLEMENTS, Mendota Heights, is taking her CPA exams~.
RICHARD LASSELL has completed his MBA
.at the College of St. Thomas, St. Paul, and is
t--the controller of Condon Supply Co. in St.
Cloud. He is also an adjunct faculty member at
SCSU teaching managerial finance ... LAURIE
CHOUDEK, Denver, CO, is a key account
manager covering the Denver and Phoenix
markets for Richardaon-Vicks... TAMMY
MARIE TIMM CLOUD, Houston, TX, has
started her own company, TIC Accounting
Services ... MATT C. KOTTKE, Owatonna, is
advertising and promotions coordinator at
Truth, Inc.... SHERRY BEASTROM STEMM,
Brooklyn Park, is a furniture sales specialist for
J.C. Penney Co .... JULIE FRATZKE TRUAX
and BOB TRUAX live in Eden Prairie, where
she is an early childhood special education
teacher in Minneapolis and he is manager of
The Gym Fitness Training Center in Plymouth ... KEVIN KENNEDY, is announcer/news director/copywriter at KSKR-AM in
Whitefish, MT. He was a finalist in the 1986
Montana Addy Awards in recognition of creative contributions to excellence in advertising...
ED CONNELLY, Edina, works for Monroe
Calculator Co.... JAMES J. LIND, Eau Claire,
has been named the head football coach at the
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire. He has
worked with five championship football teams
in ten years of college coaching.
j

1982
JEFF FLANAGAN and BARB PURSELL
FLANAGAN live in Phoenix, AZ, where he is
group insurance representative for Northwestern National Life and she is a stockbroker for
Integrated Resources ... KEN WEEKS, Huntington Beach, CA, sells graphic arts equipment for
R. B. Graphic Supply Co., Inc.... AMJAD
HUDA, Fremont, CA, is an industrial engineer
for General Foods Corp.... WILLIAM
RICHARD ENDER, Austin, is a child support
officer for Mower County Social Services...
CYNTHIA SCHMIDT, Oakdale, is an account
executive for Dean Witter... ROBB BRUCE
FORT, Laurel, MD, received his MBA degree
from the University of Maryland in May. He
has been attending the university on leave from
the National Security Agency with an award of
a fellowship and full annual pay while doing his
studies... SHERRYL. THOMPSON, Redondo
Beach, CA, is an account executive for Global
Transportation Services... RICHARD B.
EVJEN, Crawfordsville, IN, is a national
accounts sales manager for the Kroger Co....
PAUL JOHNSON, works for Tupperware
Home Parties-World Headquarters in Orlando, .

FL... KULA E. PATHOULAS, San Diego, CA,
is a physical therapist for the Kaiser Permanente Foundation Hospital.

1983
RENELL ANN GOTV ALD, San Diego, CA, is
a medical technologist for American Clinic
Laboratories... ANDREW R. MEYER, Minneapolis, is a software engineer at NCR
Comten... JIM CHRISTGAU, San Diego, CA,
is an engineer for General Dynamics, Convair
Division... BRIAN G. HART, Long Beach, CA,
is a senior engineering staff administrator for
McDonnell Douglas... SARAH SKINNER
CARLSON, Woodland Hills, CA, is a social
worker-for Casitas Care Center ... BRUCE
HARDING, Fountain Valley, CA, is a sales
consultant for Inacomp Computer Center...
THOMAS L. JENSEN is a loan officer at
Farmers and Merchants State Bank in
Appleton ... 1st Lt. THOMAS J. NEIS is an
anti-air warfare officer serving with the 1st Low
Altitude Air Defense Battalion, Okinawa,
Japan... MARK R. SAUBER is a distribution
coordinator for Viskase Corporation, Chicago,
IL... SUSAN CARLSON, Tempe, AZ, is a
teacher in the Mesa public schools... CLARA
A. ZWEBER, Edina, is a marketing analyst for
Fingerhut Corp .... ANITA ZAUN, Bloomington, is office manager for Ted Kelly Sales,
Inc .... KEITH J. WOLFE is a sergeant in the
U.S. Army stationed in South Korea ... BRIAN
MYRES, Rice, is a retail bank officer at First
American National Bank, St. Cloud...
THERESA FAITH KELLY, St. Cloud, is program coordinator at Opportunity Manor, Inc....
KURT FRANKLIN NEITZEL, Minneapolis, is
a sales representative for Huebsch Linen Sales...
MARK JANUSCHKA has been named commercial loan officer at Zapp National Bank, St.
Cloud... BRAD L. WILLIAMS, Edina, is audit
supervisor for Cargill, Inc. He is a certified
internal auditor and CPA. .. PERRY L. NOUIS
is on active duty with the U.S. Air Force, stationed at Mather Air Force Base in California.
He is also earning his law degree at the
McGeorge School of Law, University of the
Pacific in Sacramento, CA.... 1st Lt. BLAKE A.
SPILLERS is serving with 2nd Marine Aircraft
Wing, Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point,
NC ...

1984
BETTE J. BOLINE, Hopkins, is a telemarketing
department statistician for Fingerhut...
DONNA JOHNSTON OSTERAAS, Lakeville,
is an impact/lift/educational resources coordinator at Lutheran Brotherhood ... SUZANNE
MARIE ZWEBER, San Diego, CA, is a medical
technologist for Children's Hospital and Health
Center ... JULIANN KNOTT, San Diego, is an
engineer for General Dynamics... BRENDA
.
DAMM, Tempe, AZ, is public infomation
assistant for Maricopa County... MARK D.
HOLM, Fountain Valley, CA, is a data engineer for Interstate Electronics Corp .... LINDA
SUSAN STOCK BAKER is an elementary
teacher for District 742 Schools, St. Cloud ...
KATE MOONEY, St. Cloud, is an associate
professor of accounting at SCSU ... TIM
BECKER, Soquel, CA, is working as a manager
for Household International Corp.... DAYID
C. McNITT, Phoenix, AZ, is an appraisal
researcher for Coldwell Banker Commercial
Real Estate ... CATHY PATTON is an administrative assistant at Air Midwest, Witchita, KS ...
BRENDA FROSETH-MAGNUSON, Minneapolis, is assistant manager of Fuddrucker's Restaurant in St. Louis Park ... JEAN HOERNEMANN, Morrison, CO, is personal banking
account executive at Colorado National Bank,
Denver ... SUSANK. SETTERBERG, Glendale, AZ, is co-owner of Johnson-Setterberg
Jewelers in Phoenix ... STEVE LEROUX, St.
Cloud, is working for Bankers Systems, Inc. He
is also studying for his CFA professional
investment designation.

1985
JEFF PROULX, Forest Lake, is a sales representative for First Investors Corp.... VERN
DONKERS, Long Beach, CA, is a communications supervisor for Zee Medical, Inc.... RENEE
A. LOGE, Chandler, AZ, is a graduate assistant
in the communications department at Arizona
State University ... MARCIA KAMP, Wildwood, IL, is a pharmaceutical sales representative for Marion Laboratories, Inc.... GREG
BYRNE, Wildwood, IL, is a risk manager fot
St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Co ....
MICHAEL GEORGE PELTO, North St. Paul,
is manager of inventory control at Levitz Furniture ... PATRICIA E. DOSCH-RICE, Phoenix,
AZ, is a substitute teacher for Tempe Elementary District #3 ... STEVEN J. NORDMANN,
Paynesville, is a graduate auistant at SCSU ...

RHONDA BROIN, Hopkins, is treasury operations coordinator at Fingerhut Corp.... BRIAN
L. MAGHAN, Minnetonka, is a real estate specialist for the U.S. Postal Service... CARRIE
KLUN, Hopkins, is a marketing statistician for
Fingerhut... CARLA PIEHL is a third grade
teacher at Jefferson Elementary School, St.
Cloud ... 2nd Lt. LOUIS J. PLEVELL, JR., has
received the Army Achievement Medal in
South Korea ... TODD R. WESTLUND, Plymouth, is a realtor with Edina Realty ... DEBRA
KAY PENNAZ, Minneapolis, is an advertising
account representative for Rada Recruitment
Communications, a division of Grey Advertising... STEVEN J. LAUER, Tulsa, OK, is sales
manager for American Fund Ways, Ltd ....
MARK HAIDEN, Orange, CA, is a sales consultant for INA Corp. Computer Center ...
ALAN KRUEGER, Luverne, is computer programmer, level II, at Tri-State Insurance of
Minnesota... KELLY A. MORAN, St. Cloud, is
human resources manager for Brutger Compan
ies, Inc .... MARIE ALICE TAFFE is director of
the Weight Loss Clinic in Minnetonka ... JOHN
G. THEIS and SANDRA KAMPF THEIS live
in Reed City, Ml, where he is program coordinator and she is contracted activity specialist
for Eagle Village, Inc.... SCOTT ALAN MEINERT is a mortgage loan processor for Crossland Mortgage Corp., Riverside, CA ... SHERI
L. GALLES, Vernon, CT, is northeast regional
photographic engineer for T rebla Chemicals...
SHANNON DUFRESNE OSTERTAG is a
first grade teacher for School District #622,
Maplewood... LAURIE M. HOPPE, Arlington
VA, is a flight attendant for Piedmont Airlines ... ANIL RAI, Singapore, is enrolled in a
post-graduate course for systems analysis at the
Institute of Systems Science, National University of Singapore. Lecturers for the course
include data processing professionals from
IBM, Honeywell, Burroughs, ITT, Bell Canada
andAEG.

1986
BETH A. GIBSON, Crystal, is a staff assistant
to associate planners at Source Financial
Group... GAIL ANN BALDWIN PROPSON,
Minnetonka, is an account representative for
Nature Spun Yarns... TAMMY L. SWANSON,.
South Weymouth, MA, is a quality control
manager at Alve's Photo, a division of Crest
Photo ... KATHLEEN WAGNER, Crystal, is
vault teller at Marquette Bank, Minneapolis...
JACKIE EASTMAN, Long Lake, is a market
researcher for Scanticon ... 1st Lt. WILLIAM J
SPELLMAN ill is a forward signal platoon
leader with the 6th Signal Battalion at Fort
Richardson, AK ... Airman 1st Class CRAIG S
HEIDENREICH is an aircrew egress systems
mechanic serving with the 36th Component
Repair Squadron, West Germany... Marine
2nd Lt. JOHN R. GAMBRINO is a newlycommissioned officer serving the Fleet Marine
Force as rifle platoon commander ... STEPHEN
B. KLEIN, St. Cloud, is a registered representative with Askar Corp. and working with First
American National Bank as a financial
planner ... DONNAMARIE HARDY, Erlenbach, Switzerland, is a fourth grade teacher at
the Inter-Community School, Zurich ... FRED
ERICK CAROL ANDERSON, St. Cloud, is a
graduate student in counseling psychology at
SCSU ... JAMES W. RICE, Phoenix, AZ, is a
financial consultant at Mitchell Sweet and
Assoc., Ltd .... HEIDI ANN THOMAS
STUDER, Big Lake, is material handler/production planner for Printware, Inc .... CAROL
A. REVIER, Sartell, is a customer service
· representative at Eye Kraft Optical ... JAMES
D. FREEMAN is a correctional officer for
Stearns County Sherifrs Office, St. Cloud...
JEAN LOUISE HOPPA, St. Cloud, is a teacher
at Rocori School District and a profile reader at
Fingerhut... MELISSA M. ENGER is a news
producer for WKOW-TV in Madison, WI ...
KIMBERi-Y A. WULFF works in reproduction
for Laventhol and Horwath, Minneapolis ...
KAM-HUNG CHOW is a testing engineer in
Hong Kong ... CHARLES S. DOTZLER,
Menominee, MI, is a manufacturing engineer
for KSG Industries, Inc.... PAULL. URICH,
Fridley, is grocery manager at Tom Thumb
Food Markets, Hastings•.• Navy Seaman SANDRA L. TRONGARD has completed recruit
training at Recruit Training Command
Orlando, FL... AZIAH ALIAS, Ypsilanti, Ml, is
a graduate student at the University of
Detroit... JOHN FEDOR is working in the
securities business at First Affiliated Securities,
Sauk Rapids ... BRUCE KUIPER, Crystal is
working for L' Argent Equities

'

Research nothing to sneeze at

Research is literally a breath of fresh air to Mark
Swanson.
A 1978 SCSU graduate with a major in biomedical science and a minor in chemistry, Swanson is a scientist in Rochester at the Allergic Dis-eases Research Laboratory of the Mayo Clinic's
Department of Immunology.
His paper on "An lmmunochemical
Approach to Indoo.r Aeroallergen Qµantitation"
led to his selection last year for the Frank Lowell
Memorial Prize from the Harvard Medical School.
He presented his findings to the Third International Conference on Aerobiology in Basel, Swit,
zerland, last August, and also received an offer to
spend a year teaching and lecturing at England's
Oxford University.

Leads attorneys'
organization

William Sieben, a 1973 graduate with a degree
in political science, is the 1987 president of the
Minnesota Trial Lawyers Association.
He is a partner in the Minneapolis law firm
of Schwebel, Goetz & Sieben, P.A., a firm that
specializes in representing injured persons.
The Minnesota Trial Lawyers Association is
an 1,8()()-member group whose members princi,
pally represent the victims of negligent conduct,
although the association also numbers among its
members criminal defense lawyers, business lawyers and matrimony lawyers.
Sieben and his wife, Joyce, a 1974 graduate
of SCSU, live in Hastings with their two children.

1987

DOREEN DEVINE, Edina, is a waitress at
Byerly's, Inc. ... SANDRA A. ANWAY, Minneapolis, is working with Control Data Corp.
in direct marketing, telemarketing, sales center
and systems backups.
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June

9
Lemonade Art Fair. Arts and crafts
for sale, 11 a.m. to 9 p.m., Campus
Mall. Choose from quilts, paintings,
jewelry, photographs, sculpture, pottery and more. Rain site: Halenbeck
Hall South. Call (612) 255-2205.
Lemonade Concert. Music by the
Minnesota Orchestra, 8 p.m., Campus Mall. Rain Site: Halenbeck Hall
South. Call (612) 255-2205.

16-17

Hall of Fame Brunch and Game.
Honor new additions to SCSU
Athletic Hall of Fame at 11 :00 a.m.
Atwood Brunch, followed by a football game. $6.00/person, advance
reservations required. For information, call Dr. John Kasper (612)
252-4998.

17-18

22-23
Workshop. ''The Manipulative
Approach to Creative Writing," 1
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. June 22 and 8 a.m.
to noon June 23, Atwood Center.
Pre-registration deadline is June 10.
Fee: $45 plus credit option. Call
(612) 255-3081.

26-28, 7 /1-5
Theatre. The musical Oklahoma
opens the season at Theatre
L'Homme Dieu near Alexandria, 8
p.m. Tickets: $7. Call the theatre at
(612) 846-3150 (see story inside).

Riverview /Lab School Reunion. Special activities will include an AllSchool picnic, tours, musical programs, an honorary tea and a
combined evening program. If you
have not received reunion information call the Alumni House (612)
255-4241.

September 12

Workshop. "Summer Institute on
Health and Wellness Education,"
9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., St. Cloud Holiday Inn. Pre-registration is required.
Fee: $45 plus credit option. Call
(612) 255-3081.
Worbhop. "I'd Rather Read: Growing Into Books," 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. June 17 and 9:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. June 18, Atwood Center. Preregistration is required. Fee: $45 plus
credit option. Call (612) 255-3081.

Alumni Events
July 24-25

15-19
Theatre. Neil Simon's gentle comedy
Brighton l3each Memoirs, at Theatre
L'Homme Dieu near Alexandria, 8
p.m. Tickets: $7. Call the theatre at
(612) 846-3150 (see story inside).

22-26
Theatre. The comic mystery of
Corpse!, at Theatre L'Homme Dieu
near Alexandria, 8 p.m. Tickets: $7.
Call the theatre at (612) 846-3150
(See story inside).

27-28
Workshop. uLearning Styles and
Lesson Design," 9:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., Atwood Center. Pre-registration
is required. Fee: $45 plus credit
option. Call (612) 255-3081.

September 26
Husky Day (formerly known as Renslow Husky Day). Fun-filled day of
athletic and social activities ( starting
at 8:30 a.m., W apicada Golf Course,
Shot-gun Start) to support SCSU
men's and women's athletics. For
information, call Rosie Moran, SCSU
Development Office (612) 255-3177
or Ed Johnson (612) 255-2231.

October 9 & 10
Homecoming '87: "A Family Affair".
Join students and alumni to celebrate
homecoming. Reunions, football ·
game, dance, Alumni Board Annual
Meeting, Alumni Awards Dinner and
more. For information, call Alumni
Association (612) 255-4241.

Keying on the Keya. Pigeon Key in the Florida
Keys will be the site this summer of a Earth
Sciences Field Study sponsored by SCSU. The
study will find 12 high school seniors and university freshmen and sophomores researching the
sediments produced by marine organisms and
deposited in the Pigeon Key area. The field trip is
designed as a special summer learning opportunity
for motivated students.

Deliberating DWI. The future of efforts to curb
drunlc driving will be the focus of a conference
sponsored by SCSU Aug. 5-7 at North Hennepin
Community College. The conference, "What
Direction: DWI?," was spearheaded by Dr. John
Palmer, chairperson of SCSU's Department of
Health Education and Traffic Safety. The conference is designed for all individuals interested in
controlling society's DWI problem, including
educators, law enforcement and court personnel,
public policy makers and members of the media.
More information about the conference is available from Palmer at (612) 255-4252.

29-8/2
Theatre. The musical created by
SCSU students and alumni, Cover to
Cover, at Theatre L'Homme Dieu near
Alexandria, 8 p.m. Tickets: $7. Call
the theatre at (612) 846-3150 (see
story inside).

August
1-8

28-7/2
Workshop. "Striving for Excellence
Institute: Middle/Junior High School
Educators," Atwood Center. Preregistration is required. Call (612)
255-3081.

July
,..

-

8-9
Workshop. uThe Art of Storytelling
II," 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., Atwood
Center. Pre-registration is required.
Fee: $45 plus credit option. Call
(612) 255-3081.

8-12
Theatre. The farcical adaptation of
the film The Wrong Box, at Theatre
L'Homme Dieu near Alexandria, 8
p.m. Tickets: $7. Call the theatre at
(612) 846-3150 (see story inside).

Workshop. ''Voice Skills in Choral
Conducting and General Music," Performing Arts Center. Pre-registration
is required. Fee: $395 plus credit
option. Call (612) 255-3081.

5-9
Theatre. Hi-jinks on the golf links in
How to Improve Your Golf Game, at
Theatre L'Homme Dieu near Alexandria, 8 p.m. Tickets: $7. Call the
theatre at (612) 846-3150 (see story
inside).

12-16
Theatre. Bogart lives again in Pla-y It
Again, Sam, at Theatre L'Homme
Dieu near Alexandria, 8 p.m. Tickets:
$7. Call the theatre at (612) 8463150 (see story inside).

19-23
Theatre. The classic American
comedy You Can't Take it With You,
at Theatre L'Homme Dieu near Alexandria, 8 p.m. Tickets: $7. Call the
theatre at (612) 846-3150 (see story
inside).
NOTE: Events are subject to change or cancellation. Readers are advised to verify
information by calling SCSU Information
Services, (612) 255-3151. To confirm
alumni events, or for more information,
call Alumni Services, (612) 255-4241.
Office hours are 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
weekdays.

Ernst Bauer, an artist from Ingolstadt, West Germany, exhibited several of his
works during April in the Kiehle Visual Arts Center Gallery. He also served as a
visiting lecturer in the SCSU Department of Art during spring quarter.

